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Students
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fill tanks
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AIRPORT: Toledo deals with
mass grounding, PAGE 8

Whether they heard it on the
news or on the radio, University
students and BG residents took
precaution and stocked up on
gasoline before prices drastically
rose.
"I saw the 'gas panic' on the
evening news, so I decided I had
better fill up as much of my 18 gallon tank as I could," said Lisa
I leinrich a senior, as she waited in
line at Marathon on East Wooster
for gas.
Stefanie Wenzil, a sophomore,
another person waiting at
Marathon, had similar thoughts.
"1 only have a quarter tank and
I was planning on possibly traveling this weekend, so I'm getting
gas now just in case the price
rises," she said.
There was a slight rise in gas
prices yesterday at 2 p.m., according to Cheryl Minifie, an employee for Pennzoil on East Wooster.
"We went up a little, about a
quarter to match the other gas
stations," she said. "Speedway sets
the price for a couple of states,
which is owned by Marathon."
1 lowever, Barney's was one of
the gas stations in Wood County
that didn't raise its gas prices.
Consequently, it ran out of gasoline around 8:40 p.m.

WFAL N.Y. trip for today
cancelled, PAGE 2

Attack
levels
Twin
Towers
by Jerry Schwartz
THl ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK -f- Mounting an
audacious attack against the
United States, terrorists crashed
two hijacked airliners into the
World Trade Center and brought
down the twin 110-story towers
Tuesday morning. A jetliner also
slammed into the Pentagon as the
seat of government itself came
under attack.
I lundreds were apparently
killed aboard the jets, and untold
numbers were feared dead in the
rubble. Thousands were injured
in New York alone.
A fourth jetliner, also apparently
hijacked,
crashed
in
Pennsylvania as the part of the
closely timed series of attacks.
President Bush ordered a fullscale investigation to "hunt down
the folks who committed this act."
Authorities were still trying to
evacuate those who work in the
twin towers when the glass-andsteel skyscrapers came down in a
thunderous roar within about 90
minutes after the attacks, which
took place 18 minutes apart
around 9 a.m. Many people were
feared trapped. About 50,000 people work at the Trade Center and
tens of thousands of others visit
each day.
Officials said the Trade Center
apparendy was pierced by two
Los Angeles-bound jetliners that
had been hijacked after taking off
from Boston 15 minutes apart:
first by American Right 11, with 92
people aboard, then by United
Flight 175, with 65 people on
board.
The Pentagon was hit by
American Flight 77, which was
seized while carrying 64 people
from Washington to Los Angeles,
according to law enforcement
officials, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
And in Pennsylvania, United
Flight 93, a Boeing 757 en route
from Newark, N.J., to San
Francisco, crashed about 80 miles
southeast of Pittsburgh with 45
people aboard. A Virginia congressman, Rep. lames Moran, said
the intended target of the plane
was apparently Camp David, the
presidential retreat in Maryland,
85 miles away from the crash site.
Altogether, the four planes carried 266 people. There was no
word on any survivors.
At the Trade Center, people on
fire leaped from the windows to
certain death, including a man
and a woman holding hands.
Some jumped from as high as the
80th floor as the planes exploded
into fireballs.

GAS HIKE, PAGE 9
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PATRIOT: David Adams, junior art photography major, reacts to the day's progressive events by wearing an American flag.

Kohl Hall had no cable television Tuesday morning due to an
Students huddled around unrelated power supply issue,
radios and televisions across according to Tim Carney, assiscampus Tuesday, stunned by tant director of residence life for
the ability of east coast terrorist operations.
attacks to disLi ndsey
rupt a small
"My mom called Hamilton, a
Midwest city.
marketme crying, and I senior
Heather
ing
major,
Steffen,
a
was thinking,
spoke of a
friend whose
junior English
'How could the
major, spent
uncle worked
ten minutes
most powerful
at the World
comforting a
TYade Center.
nation in the
crying comHer
friend
world let
panion, who
went
there
was fearing for
without knowlthis
happen?'"
the safety of a
edge of her
friend
who ' MARK DOBAY.UT FRESHMAN
uncle's wellworked at the
being due to
now-destroyed World Trade broken and jammed lines of
Center in Manhattan.
communication.
"That really brought it home,"
"She (was) crying — she can't
she said. "Hopefully, people in get a hold of anyone," Hamilton
BG will... realize the larger pic- said.
Shortly after the first attacks
ture and stop being so (apathetic)."
on the east coast, a plane on the
The disaster has sent cell same flight course as those that
phone and Internet use soaring, struck the Worid Trade Center
making
communication was grounded in Cleveland for
through the two mediums difficult. Also, residence halls east of
REACTION. PAGE 9
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SHOCK:
Students
hover around
the television
in Olscamp
yesterday
morning.

University stays open
THE BG DEWS

The University was not
closed in the wake of yesterday's multiple attacks on the
nation.
"If there's any notion of a
threat to the University or
students, the University
would close," said Kim
McBroom, assistant vice
president for marketing and
communications.
She said the decision was
not meant to show disrespect
for the tragedy, but rather the

by Lisa Lynch
THE BG NEWS

Crashes stun students
by Chuck Soder

Blood
donors
swamp
Red Cross

opposite.
"It's for students to be in a
group to be able to talk to
each other about the events
of the day," McBroom said.
"The president feels very
strongly about that."
Dick Kaverm?'.., director of
communications, said that it
was a hard decision for the
Provost and faculty to make,
but they decided staying in
session was better for the students.
U. OPEN, PAGE 9

There was only one word to
describe the American Red Cross,
located in Toledo, yesterday:
chaotic. People from all over the
Toledo area and surrounding
cities piled into the building to
donate blood for the victims who
were injured in the devastating
attack on the Twin Towers in New
York City
The main branch of the
American Red Cross, located in
New York City, sent out an emergency plea for blood. They need
8000 units of blood and the Toledo
branch is doing all it can to make
sure they receive that amount and
more.
"We support everything the
New York American Red Cross
does. If they need something then
we are going to do all we can to
make sure they get it," said Myndi
Milliken, the Communications
director for the Toledo American
Red Cross.
At 5 p.m. the Toledo American
Red Cross already had 168 units of
blood and a room full of 200 people waiting to give blood. People
arriving after 5 p.m. were turned
away and told to come back
tomorrow at 8 am.
People are really pulling together in this time of crisis. Dr. Peter
Lao, who used to work at the
American Red Cross and came
back as a volunteer, said he has
RED CROSS. PAGE 9
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Students participate in candlelight vigils
1H! ec MEWS
In the midst of national
tragedy, groups like the College
Democrats and the College
Republicans joined forces to
organize a candlelight vigil.
Zack Barnard, Chairman of the
College Republicans said as he
watched the footage from New
York and Washington, D.C. he felt
that it was important to get students together in honor and
respect of those individuals
involved.
About 200 students joined
together at the steps in front of
the Education building at 10 p.m.
Tuesday. From there, the students
silently walked passed Jerome
library and Chapman Hall,
walked through the grass passed
Kreischer Quadrangle and the
Student Recreation Center and
returned to the Education
Building.
"I think this has affected a lot of
people," Barnard said. "This vigil
is a great way for people to be
together"
Lorraine Moser, a sophomore
political science major, worked
with Barnard to spread the word
of the vigil.
"It's leaving a lot of people
scared and confused," Moser
said, "and I think there is comfort
in numbers in times of tragedy."
Because there was little notice

to inform the campus of the plan,
Barnard and Moser put a lot of
time and energy into working with other campus organizations to spread the word.
Both Barnard and Moser
said that students and faculty were helpful and supportive of the, idea. Meijer and
Wal-Mart also helped by
donating candles and yellow
ribbon.
Barnard said that in spite
of his involvement with the
College Republicans, politics
weren't a part of the vigil.
"Plain and simple," said
Tony Wise, a freshman theater
major who participated in the
event, "(the vigil) was a nice
thing to do"

St. Mark's Lutheran
"On a day when evil got the
better of us, we gather together to
reclaim this day," said Pastor Dale
Schaefer at the prayer meeting at
St. Mark's Lutheran Church on
Tuesday. Over 130 people convened to pray to God for help and
comfort. The pastor said, "His
love is greater than any tragedy."
Pastor Schaefer opened the
microphone for all those affected
directly by the tragedy. The congregation prayed for the victims
and their families, for the emergency workers risking their lives,

for the leaders of our country —
and for the terrorists themselves.

St. Thomas Moore
Over 200 University students
and town residents filled the
chapel at St. Thomas More for a
prayer service last night. The service was held in memory of the
victims of yesterday's terrorist
attacks in New York City and
Washington, D.C.
Sister Mary led the service. She
began by acknowledging the
day's events.
"This is a very sad day for us,"
she said before lighting a candle
to begin the service. "Not just for
our country, but for the whole
world."
After a song, an opening
prayer and a reading five attendees shared their experiences of
learning about the plane crashes,
the collapse of the World Trade
Center and the thousands of people who died as a result.
They expressed shock, fear,
grief, anxiety and the need to be
with loved ones. Some were near
tears as they spoke.
A mother of five admitted to
feeling helpless when she found
herself unable to tell her children
why the attack happened.
"For the first time in 25 years, I

Michael tehmkuhle 8G New

VIGIL The attacks yesterday
morning were physically and
emotionally draining on many
students. Above, Julie Prince, a
freshman, lays on the steps of
the Education Building with a
candle and flag during a candlelight vigil. Left, hundreds of
students attend the vigil last
held by the campus Democrats
and Republicans.

VIGILS, PAGE 8

DISBELIEF

Greek Recruitment Postponed
The events yesterday forced the Inter-fraternity Council to postpone Greek rush week a full week.
As of now, the I EC has moved back the formal part of rush week to
begin on Monday, September 17 to Wednesday, September 19. The
informal part of rush week, as of now, is scheduled to run on
Thursday, September 20 and Friday, September 21. The National
Panhellenic Council still isn't sure of their course of action regarding
this matter
IFC Recruitment Chair Jordan Ohler said "This is such a tragedy
that it would be rude and inconvenient to expect anyone to rush this
week." The Greek fraternities so far have been trying to donate
blood, and are doing all that they can to help out in this tragedy.
"We've had tons and tons of people within the Greek system that
have tried to donate blood in Toledo, even though they are overbooked as it is. We just want to do everything we can to help," Ohler
said.
Besides rush week being postponed, another aspect of Greek life
that might be altered is the Greek Odyssey, which is a new member
orientation program to Greek life, and is currendy scheduled for
Saturday, September 29.
"The Greek Odyssey is designed for new students to see what
Greek life is all about," said IFC President Richard Hayn. Hayn added
that "So far, we're just not exactly sure how things will be affected."
This tragedy is going to affect many aspects of Greek life and on
the Bowling Green Campus as well. For now, however, rush week has
been postponed.

U.S. borders closed down
Borders on both sides of the country were closed yesterday as the
result of what is being called a terrorist's declaration of war.
The Port Authority of New York said the New York Harbor was closed
to all commercial ships but off-shore waters were still open.
According to Carl Rusnok, director of congressional and public
affairs at the Central Region of the Immigration and Natural Service
office, the Mexican border was closed at some points of entry.
According to the Detroit Police Department, the Ambassador Bridge
and runnel from Detroit to Canada was closed.
"Those Americans on the Canadian side were asked to stay put until
further notice," said a representative from the office.
The office also said they were going to add offices at the Detroit side
of the bridge as a safety measure.
The San Ysidro point of entry in California is open.

Michael LihmkuMt BG New
Roman Derreuraux, a junior French exchange student, sits among dozens of other students in Olscamp Hall paying attention to a television as yesterday's events unfolded.

Ohio air base deals with crisis
by Will E Sanders
THE BC NEWS

Sports Events Canceled, Postponed
Due to yesterday's terrorist attacks, most sporting events and related activities nationwide were canceled or postponed. They included
Bowling Green's volleyball game against Dayton at Anderson Arena
and the weekly BG football press conference.
The entire Tuesday slate for Major League Baseball was canceled
and all minor league baseball playoff games were postponed. The
U.S. national women's soccer game against Japan and the first round
of golf's American Express Championship in St. Louis were also
postponed.
Major League Soccer postponed four games scheduled for
Wednesday.
The NFL and NCAA had yet to decide if there were going be cancellations or postponements of football games this weekend.
Bowling Green is scheduled to play at South Carolina Saturday at 7
p.m.

Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base released non-missionessential personnel late yesterday morning soon after the
attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon.
In a press release sent yesterday Wright-Patterson was "working to ensure the safety of all military and civilian resources and
their family members. Base officials are releasing non-missionessential personal from duty in
staggered increments, as a
source of protection measure."
"People were first released

from the base at 11:30, then
noon, and then again at
12:30," said Aundrea AttatwyYoung Chief of Media for
Wright-Patterson. "The base,
however, is not under a lockout."
Non-mission-essential personnel are those not involved
with the mission of the security of the base, which means
those involved with planes
landing on the base and people entering the base.
Essential personnel will be
allowed to stay at the base or
enter the base.
"Security with entering the

base is high, and personnel
are expected to be delayed at
the security check points,"
Attatwy-Young said.
The base entered a Force
Protection Condition Delta,
which is a extremely heightened state of security. At press
time it continued to operate
under restricted access.
The base is one of the
nation's most important military installations. The base is
headquarters for worldwide
logistics systems, a world class
laboratory research facility,
and is the foremost acquisition and development center

In the U.S. Air Force. It houses
more than 60 organizations
representing a wide range of
Air Force and Department of
Defense activities.
More than 19,000 military
and civilian government
employees work for the base,
making it the largest employer
in the state at a single location.
Officials at the base said in a
press release that "with regard
to the tragedies that have
taken place across American
(yesterday), our thoughts and
prayers go out to the families
and friends of those affected."

WFAL, WBGU cancel New York trip
by Lisa Bethnger
THE BG NEWS

Wood County's only UMI
local Television news source.

This week was supposed to be
a week of new music and performances. Members of WFAL-AM
and WBGU-FM were scheduled
to attend the annual College
Music Journal Music Marathon
in New York City. According to
Chuck Hoy, advisor for the two
radio stations, those attending
from WFAL were supposed to
leave last night at around 6 p.m.
WBGU staff members were
scheduled to leave the airport on
Thursday.
However, after the terrorist
attacks in New York City and at
the Pentagon, no one will be
going anywhere. The University
and the Department of
Telecommunications made the

decision to cancel the trip.
According to WFAL station
manager Steve Coco, several students had sent him e-mails saying they did not want to fly to the
conference. There were also con cems addressed by parents of
those students who were attending the event
"Under the circumstances I
think the Department of
Telecommunications and the
University made the right call,"
said Adam Marier, WBGU programming
director,
"Conferences come and go. This
is an issue of national concern."
What is unclear is whether the
event is still talcing place. "We've
haven't been able to get a hold of
anyone at the marathon," Coco
said.

WBGU budget manager Scott
Caster had slighdy better luck.
He went to the CMJ web site
looking for phone numbers. "I
did get through," he said.
However he said he was only
able to leave messages on voice
mail. "I couldn't get any confirmation," he said.
While students were thinking
about the trip that never happened, Hoy had a different reaction when he heard about the
attacks in New York. "I thought
that I was there just a month ago
Ion top of the World Trade
Center towers]," he said, "I am
from there. There is a personal
connection." Hoy does have
friends in that area, but he was
able to get in touch with all of
them, and none were hurt

Hoy also said that he knew the
students were upset about not
attending, but that they also
understand the situation. "I keep
thinking about how many peopie are going to be going in and
out of those New York hospitals,"
Marier said.
The CMJ Music Marathon is
an annual event that showcases
the latest music and the newest
talent There are showcases and
special performances. There was
also a planned screening of the
film "Hedwig and the Angry
Inch." Artists who were slated to
perform included Coldplay, Ben
Folds, Perry Farrell (Jane'i
Addiction, Porno for Pyros) and
Phish's Trey Anastasio. Guitarist
Dave Navarro was to be the
keynote speaker.
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S«pt. 16, 1920, New York City: A TNT bomb planted In a
horse drawn wagon It exploded on Wall Street opposite the
House of Morgan, killing 35people and Injuring hundreds more.
Bolshevists opr anarchist groups are believed to be responsible,
but the attack Is never solved.
Jan. 24. 1975, New York City: A bomb Is set
oft In Fraunces Tavern killing foui and Injuring
more than SO people. The Puerto Rlcan nationalist
group(FALN) claims responsibility and the police tie 13
other bombings to It.

19 2 0

19 3 0

19 4 0
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Timeline

Feb. 26, 1993, New York City: A bomb Is exploded
In the basement garage of they World Trade Center killing
six and Injuring it least 1.040 other. Six Middle Eastern
men were later convicted in this act of vengeance for Hie
Palestinian people. Tehy claimed to be retaliating
against U.S. support for the Israeli government.

19 5 0

19 6 0

19 7 0

April 19, 1995. Oklahoma City: A car bomb It
exploded outside of the Alfred P. Murrah federal
I building. 168 people were killed, Including 19
children and one person who died In the rescue effort.
Over 220 buildings sustained damage.

19 8 0

"I
19 9 0

U professors give analysis of terrorism
by Erik Peppte
THE BG news

Students used to the chattering
and rustling so common
between classes were greeted
with a startling, unsettling silence
yesterday morning
A glut of students crammed the
stairwell at Olscamp Hall surrounding a television set broadcasting images of the destruction
of the World Trade Center. As the
scenes of smoke, fire, debris and
desolation flashed across the
screen, students stood silently,

with a solemnity usually reserved
for a funeral service.
The silence was broken by an
occasional student speaking up
and offering an arTay of variations
on the phrase "Oh my God," or "1
cant believe it."
Citing a general interest among
students and staff, political science professor Neal lesse's
European Politics class was
changed at the last minute to a
discussion of the day's events.
And his class did not seem to
mind.

Region reacts
to terrorist attacks
IMF. BG HtWS

During the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the East Coast,
Bowling Green and Wood County
officials met to discuss their plan
of action.
The meeting took place at the
Wood County Sheriff's Office.
Representatives from the Bowling
Green City Police and Fire
Department, along with the
mayor, were in attendance to discuss an emergency action plan.
"An emergency action plan is very
similar to a 'what if plan," said
Capt. Meredith of the Bowling
Green Fire Department, who was
at the meeting. "It helps us prepare for an emergency."
Also in attendance at the meetings were representatives from
the University.
The meeting between all of the
officials lasted 45 minutes.
Representatives from the
police, fire department, and
mayor's office were all quoted as
saying that despite this attack on
America, it is "business as usual"
for the city, although the police
and fire departments had more
people on standby if anything
happens.
All courts in Wood County
remained open despite courts
closing in other Ohio cities.
Tom Chidester, chief court constable, said security measures
were taken to ensure the safety of
the public.
Around the time the FAA
ordered all planes to be landed,
Dick Coulter, manager of the
Wood County Airport, received a
call from the University.
"The University shut down the
operation, not the FAA," Coulter
said.
At the time of the call, there
were approximately 50 aircraft at
the airport.
The Wood County Emergency
Management Services was flood-

ed with calls once news of the
accident broke.
"We have had calls from
schools wanting to know what to
do, to EMS and firefighters who
wish to help out," said Eric
Larson, director of Emergency
Management Services.
Larson reported a variety of
callers, ranging from concerned
citizens to the CEO of the Wood
County Hospital, all asking for
advice.
"What terrorists want is to disrupt everything," Larson said.
"We are here to help people out
and give them advice."
John Fawcett, municipal
administrator for Bowling Green
said that the police department
will be paying more attention to
"vigilant and unusual events" in
the city. He said the city is also
willing to do all that it can to help
anybody in need of assistance.

State of Ohio
All non-essential state employees were sent home. Security was
increased at all state buildings
with the help of the Ohio
Highway Patrol. All state flags
were flown at half mast.

Cleveland
All high-density buildings were
closed and the entire downtown
area was evacuated.

Cincinnati
City offices were not closed,
although security throughout the
city was heightened. Measures
were taken to ensure utilities were
safe. The Federal Building in
downtown was evacuated and
closed.
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ambassadors
Join one> of BGSU's premier organisations!
We invite you and your friends
to our cookout on Wednesday
night at the Mileti Alumni
cantor 8:00 pm. Talk with the
current members and find out
this is where you want to be!
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As Jesse and professor Marc
Simon offered a discourse on
international and domestic terrorism, students reacted with
interest. Arms shot up after nearly every comment, in the hopes of
perhaps asking a question (hat
would illuminate the day's
events. Or in some cases, perhaps
offer a comment about what
could be done to quell the rising
anxiety among the body politic.
And in some ways those comments reflected the variety of
responses among the American

public.

Some students called for immediate retribution. Other students
made pleas for taking time to
understand exactly what was
going on. and not to make snap
judgments.
Professor Simon said "a terrorist
act can be thought of as any kind of
use of force designed to generate
fear."
Simon offered what he called a
more "sophisticated" view of terrorism in which "one of the goals
could be to get the U.S. to overre-

act, therefore turning world opinion against it"
Whatever the reasons for the
attack. Jesse said that he believed
the "American people are resolute.
After the initial shock of this event
wears off, we will see that there's
one thing we cant do and that's
curtail our actions. It must be
made clear that terrorism will not
affect the United States' behavior
and we can achieve the long-term
goal of finding who is responsible"
The net effect of the World Trade
Center attack has yet to be mea-

sured, but Jesse believes that it will
result in heightened security.
"1 think the U.S. is long
overdue in strengthening
security," Jesse said. "It's time
for the U.S. to realize that we
are a target. Transportation is
ac?essibie to almost anybody,
our borders are permeable.
There is a need to step up
sei u Uy."
Ii se continued. "This need
for heightened security, however, should not lead to overreaction.:."
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Students participate in candlelight vigils
1HE BG H[NS

In the midst of national
tragedy, groups like the College
Democrats and the College
Republicans joined forces to
organize a candlelight vigil.
Zack Barnard, Chairman of the
College Republicans said as he
watched the footage from New
York and Washington, D.C. he felt
that it was important to get students together in honor and
respect of those individuals
involved.
About 200 students joined
together at the steps in front of
the Education building at 10p.m.
Tuesday. From there, the students
silently walked passed Jerome
Library and Chapman Hall,
walked through the grass passed
Kreischer Quadrangle and the
Student Recreation Center and
returned to the Education
Building.
"I think this has affected a lot of
people," Barnard said. "This vigil
is a great way for people to be
together."
Lorraine Moser, a sophomore
political science major, worked
with Barnard to spread the word
of the vigil.
"It's leaving a lot of people
scared and confused," Moser
said, "and I think there is comfort
in numbers in times of tragedy."
Because there was little notice

to inform the campus of the plan,
Barnard and Moser put a lot of
time and energy into working with other campus organizations to spread the word.
Both Barnard and Moser
said that students and faculty were helpful and supportive of the, idea. Meijer and
Wal-Mart also helped by
donating candles and yellow
ribbon.
Barnard said that in spite
of his involvement with the
College Republicans, politics
weren't a part of the vigil.
"Plain and simple," said
Tony Wise, a freshman theater
major who participated in the
event, "(the vigil) was a nice
thing to do"

St. Mark's Lutheran
"On a day when evil got the
better of us, we gather together to
reclaim this day," said Pastor Dale
Schaefer at the prayer meeting at
St. Mark's Lutheran Church on
Tuesday. Over 130 people convened to pray to God for help and
comfort. The pastor said, "His
love is greater than any tragedy."
Pastor Schaefer opened the
microphone for all those affected
directly by the tragedy. The congregation prayed for the victims
and their families, for the emergency workers risking their lives,

for the leaders of our country —
and for the terrorists themselves.

St. Thomas Moore
Over 200 University students
and town residents filled the
chapel at St. Thomas More for a
prayer service last night. The service was held in memory of the
victims of yesterday's terrorist
attacks in New York City and
Washington, D.C.
Sister Mary led the service. She
began by acknowledging the
day's events.
"This is a very sad day for us,"
she said before lighting a candle
to begin the service. "Not just for
our country, but for the whole
world."
After a song, an opening
prayer and a reading, five attendees shared their experiences of
learning about the plane crashes,
the collapse of the World Trade
Center and the thousands of people who died as a result.
They expressed shock, fear,
grief, anxiety and the need to be
with loved ones. Some were near
tears as they spoke.
A mother of five admitted to
feeling helpless when she found
herself unable to tell her children
why the attack happened.
"For the first time in 25 years, I
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VIGIL The attacks yesterday
morning were physically and
emotionally draining on many
students. Above, Julie Prince, a
freshman, lays on the steps of
the Education Building with a
candle and flag during a candlelight vigil. Left, hundreds of
students attend the vigil last
held by the campus Democrats
and Republicans.
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Greek Recruitment Postponed
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The events yesterday forced the Inter-fraternity Council to postpone Greek rush week a full week.
As of now, the IFC has moved back die formal part of rush week to
begin on Monday, September 17 to Wednesday, September 19. The
informal part of rush week, as of now, is scheduled to run on
Thursday, September 20 and Friday, September 21. The National
Panhellenic Council still isn't sure of their course of action regarding
this matter
IFC Recruitment Chair Jordan Ohler said "This is such a tragedy
that it would be rude and inconvenient to expect anyone to rush this
week." The Greek fraternities so far have been trying to donate
blood, and are doing all that they can to help out in this tragedy.
"We've had tons and tons of people within the Greek system that
have tried to donate blood in Toledo, even though they are overbooked as it is. We just want to do everything we can to help," Ohler
said.
Besides rush week being postponed, another aspect of Greek life
that i night be altered is the Greek Odyssey, which is a new member
orientation program to Greek life, and is currently scheduled for
Saturday, September 29.
"The Greek Odyssey is designed for new students to see what
Greek life is all about," said IFC President Richard Hayn. Hayn added
that "So far, we're just not exactly sure how things will be affected."
This tragedy is going to affect many aspects of Greek life and on
the Bowling Green Campus as well. For now, however, rush week has
been postponed.

U.S. borders closed down
Borders on both sides of the country were closed yesterday as the
result of what is being called a terrorist's declaration of war.
The Port Authority of New York said the New York Harbor was closed
to all commercial ships but off-shore waters were still open.
According to Carl Rusnok, director of congressional and public
affairs at the Central Region of the Immigration and Natural Service
office, the Mexican border was closed at some points of entry.
According to the Detroit Police Department, the Ambassador Bridge
and tunnel from Detroit to Canada was closed.
"Those Americans on the Canadian side were asked to stay put until
further notice," said a representative from the office.
The office also said they were going to add offices at the Detroit side
of the bridge as a safety measure.
The San Ysidro point of entry in California is open.
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Roman Derreuraux, a junior French exchange student, sits among dozens of other students in Olscamp Hall paying attention to a television as yesterday's events unfolded.

Ohio air base deals with crisis
by Will E Sanders
tHE BC NSWS

Sports Events Canceled, Postponed
Due to yesterday's terrorist attacks, most sporting events and related activities nationwide were canceled or postponed. They included
Bowling Green's volleyball game against Dayton at Anderson Arena
and the weekly BG football press conference.
The entire Tuesday slate for Major League Baseball was canceled
and all minor league baseball playoff games were postponed. The
U.S. national women's soccer game against Japan and the first round
of golf's American Express Championship in St. Louis were also
postponed.
Major League Soccer postponed four games scheduled for
Wednesday.
The NFL and NCAA had yet to decide if there were going be cancellations or postponements of football games this weekend.
Bowling Green is scheduled to play at South Carolina Saturday at 7
p.m.

Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base released non-missionessential personnel late yesterday morning soon after the
attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon.
In a press release sent yesterday Wright-Patterson was "working to ensure the safety of all mil nary and civilian resources and
their family members. Base officials are releasing non-missionessential personal from duty in
staggered increments, as a
source of protection measure."
"People were first released

from the base at 11:30, then
noon, and then again at
12:30," said Aundrea AtlatwyYoung Chief of Media for
Wright-Patterson. "The base,
however, is not under a lockout."
Non-mission-essential personnel are those not involved
with the mission of the security of the base, which means
those involved with planes
landing on the base and people entering the base.
Essential personnel will be
allowed to stay at the base or
enter the base.
"Security with entering the

base is high, and personnel
are expected to be delayed at
the security check points,"
Attatwy-Young said.
The base entered a Force
Protection Condition Delta,
which is a extremely heightened state of security. At press
time it continued to operate
under restricted access.
The base is one of the
nation's most important military installations. The base is
headquarters for worldwide
logistics systems, a world class
laboratory research facility,
and is the foremost acquisition and development center

In the U.S. Air Force. It houses
more than 60 organizations
representing a wide range of
Air Force and Department of
Defense activities.
More than 19,000 military
and civilian government
employees work for the base,
making it the largest employer
in the state at a single location.
Officials at the base said in a
press release that "with regard
to the tragedies that have
taken place across American
(yesterday), our thoughts and
prayers go out to the families
and friends of those affected."

WFAL, WBGU cancel New York trip
by Usa Betbnger
THE BC NEWS

Wood County's only LIVE
local Television news source.

This week was supposed to be
a week of new music and performances. Members of WFAL-AM
and WBGU-FM were scheduled
to attend the annual College
Music Journal Music Marathon
in New York City. According to
Chuck Hoy, advisor for the two
radio stations, those attending
from WFAL were supposed to
leave last night at around 6 p.m.
WBGU staff members were
scheduled to leave the airport on
Thursday.
However, after the terrorist
attacks in New York City and at
the Pentagon, no one will be
going anywhere. The University
and the Department of
Telecommunications made the

decision to cancel the trip.
According to WFAL station
manager Steve Coco, several students had sent him e-mails saying they did not want to fry to the
conference. There were also concerns addressed by parents of
those students who were attending the event.
"Under the circumstances I
think the Department of
Telecommunications and the
University made the right call,"
said Adam Marier, WBGU programming
director,
"Conferences come and go. This
is an issue of national concern."
What is unclear is whether the
event is still taking place. "We've
haven't been able to get a hold of
anyone at the marathon," Coco
said.

WBGU budget manager Scott
Caster had slightly better luck.
He went to the CMJ web site
looking for phone numbers. "1
did get through," he said.
However he said he was only
able to leave messages on voice
mail. "I couldn't get any confirmation," he said.
While students were thinking
about the trip that never happened, Hoy had a different reaction when he heard about the
attacks in New York. "1 thought
that I was there just a month ago
Ion top of the World Trade
Center towers]," he said, "I am
from there. There is a personal
connection." Hoy does have
friends in that area, but he was
able to get in touch with all of
them, and none were hurt.

Hoy also said that he knew the
students were upset about not
attending, but that they also
understand the situation. "I keep
thinking about how many peo- ,
pie are going to be going in and J
out of those New York hospitals," >
Marier said.
The CMJ Music Marathon is i
an annual event that showcases ]
the latest music and the newest i
talent There are showcases and |
special performances. There was |
also a planned screening of the |
film "Hedwig and the Angry j
Inch." Artists who were slated to
perform included Coldplay, Ben .
Folds, Perry Farrell (landfej j
Addiction, Porno for Pyros) amF '.
Phish's Trey Anastasio. Guitarist I
Dave Navarre was to be the ,
keynote speaker.
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Terrorism
S«pt. 16, 1920, New York City: A TNT bomb planted In a
horse drawn wagon Is exploded on Wall Strati opposite the
House of Morgan, killing 35people and injuring hundreds more.
Bolshevists opr anarchist groups are believed to be responsible,
but the attack Is never solved.
Jan. 24, 1975, New York City: A bomb is set
ofl In Fraunces Tavern killing four and Injuring
more than SO people. The Puerto Rlcan nationalist
gioup(FALN) cl Jims responsibility and the police tie 13
other bombings to It.

19 2 0

9 4 0

19 3 0
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Timeline

Feb. 26, 1993, New York City: A bomb Is exploded
in the basement garage of they World Trade Center killing
six and Injuring at least 1.040 other. Sli Middle Eastern
men were later convicted in this act of vengeance for the
Palestinian people. Tehy claimed to be retaliating
against U.S. support for the Israeli government.

19 5 0

19 6 0

19 7 0

April 19, 1995. Oklahoma City: A car bomb is
exploded outside of the Alfred P. Murrah federal
I building. 168 people were killed, including 19
children and one person who died in the rescue effort.
Over 220 buildings sustained damage.

19 8 0

19 9 0

U. professors give analysis of terrorism
by Erik People
THf BG NfWS

Students used to the chattering
and rustling so common
between classes were greeted
with a startling, unsettling silence
yesterday morning.
A glut of students crammed the
stairwell at Olscamp Hall surrounding a television set broadcasting images of the destruction
of the World Trade Center. As the
scenes of smoke, fire, debris and
desolation flashed across the
screen, students stood silently,

with a solemnity usually reserved
for a funeral service.
The silence was broken by an
occasional student speaking up
and offering an array of variations
on the phrase "Oh my God," or "I
can't believe it."
Citing a general interest among
students and staff, political science professor Neal Jesse's
European Politics class was
changed at the last minute to a
discussion of the day's events.
And his class did not seem to
mind.

Region reacts
to terrorist attacks
r M f BG MEWS

During the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the East Coast,
Bowling Green and Wood County
officials met to discuss their plan
of action.
The meeting took place at the
Wood County Sheriff's Office.
Representatives from the Bowling
Green City Police and Fire
Department, along with the
mayor, were in attendance to discuss an emergency action plan.
"An emergency action plan is very
similar to a 'what if plan," said
Capt. Meredith of the Bowling
Green Fire Department, who was
at the meeting. "It helps us prepare for an emergency."
Also in attendance at the meetings were representatives from
the University.
The meeting between all of the
officials lasted 45 minutes.
Representatives from the
police, fire department, and
mayor's office were all quoted as
saying that despite this attack on
America, it is "business as usual"
for the city, although the police
and fire departments had more
people on standby if anything
happens.
All courts in Wood County
remained open despite courts
closing in other Ohio cities.
Tom Chidester, chief court constable, said security measures
were taken to ensure the safety of
the public.
Around the time the FAA
ordered all planes to be landed,
Dick Coulter, manager of the
Wood County Airport, received a
call from the University.
"The University shut down the
operation, not the FAA," Coulter
said.
At the time of the call, there
were approximately 50 aircraft at
the airport.
The Wood County Emergency
Management Services was flood-

ed with calls once news of the
accident broke.
"We have had calls from
schools wanting to know what to
do, to EMS and firefighters who
wish to help out," said Eric
Larson, director of Emergency
Management Services.
Larson reported a variety of
callers, ranging from concerned
citizens to the CEO of the Wood
County Hospital, all asking for
advice.
"What terrorists want is to disrupt everything," Larson said.
"We are here to help people out
and give them advice."
lohn Fawcett, municipal
administrator for Bowling Green
said that the police department
will be paying more attention to
"vigilant and unusual events" in
the city. He said the city is also
willing to do all that it can to help
anybody in need of assistance.

State of Ohio
All non-essential state employees were sent home. Security was
increased at all state buildings
with the help of the Ohio
Highway Patrol. All state flags
were flown at half mast.

Cleveland
All high-density buildings were
closed and the entire downtown
area was evacuated.

Cincinnati
City offices were not closed,
although security throughout the
city was heightened. Measures
were taken to ensure utilities were
safe. The Federal Building in
downtown was evacuated and
closed.

university
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ambassadors
Join one> of Basil's premier organizations!
We invite you and your friends
to our cookout on Wednesday
night at the Mileti Alumni
cantor 8:00 pm. Talk with the
current members and find out
this is where you want to be!
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As lesse and professor Marc
Simon offered a discourse on
international and domestic terrorism, students reacted with
interest. Arms shot up after nearly every comment, in the hopes of
perhaps asking a question that
would illuminate the day's
events. Or in some cases, perhaps
offer a comment about what
could be done to quell the rising
anxiety among the body politic.
And in some ways those comments reflected the variety of
responses among the American

public.
Some students called for immediate retribution. Other students
made pleas for taking time to
understand exactly what was
going on. and not to make snap
judgments.
Professor Simon said "a terrorist
act can be thought of as any kind of
use of force designed to generate
fear."
Simon offered what he called a
more "sophisticated" view of terrorism in which "one of the goals
could be to get the U.S. to overre-

act, therefore turning world opinion against it."
Whatever the reasons for the
attack, lesse said that he believed
the "American people are resolute.
After the initial shock of this event
wears off, we will see that there's
one thing we can't do and that's
curtail our actions. It must be
made clear that terrorism will not
affect the United States' behavior
and we can achieve the long-tenn
goal of finding who is responsible."
The net effect of the World Trade
Center attack has yet to be mea-

sured, but lesse believes that it will
result in heightened security.
"I think the U.S. is long
overdue in strengthening
security." lesse said. "It's time
for the U.S. to realize that we
arc a target. Transportation is
accessible to almost anybody,
our borders are permeable.
There is a need to step up
seiii ity."
Jessa rontinucd, "This need
for heightened security, however, sho.ild not lead to overreaction.;."
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"Terrorists can shake the foundations of our
biggest buildings, but they cannot touch the
foundation of America. These acts shatter steel,
but they cannot dent the steel of American
resolve."
—President George W. Bush
A forum of views and Ideas

OUR TAKE
OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

Don't tread on us
On behalf of the entire BG
News staff, we offer our sympathy and support to all of the victims of the terrorist attacks, their
families and friends.
Look around. Remember
where you were this morning
when you heard that four planes
had been hijacked and innumerable American people had
been killed. This is history in the
making. Someday, you will be
telling your children this story.
The question that comes to
mind is "Why?"
There is no sane reasoning for
why someone would kill so
many innocent people just to

make a point.
We don't know who you are,
but you made your point (and
you're dead, too).
Don't think, however, that just
because you crashed an airplane into some of the most
well-known buildings in the
world that we are out of the
game.
Now we're pissed.
You think that you've
destroyed our faith in the government and in our general
safety
Wrong.
You think that just because
you kill a bunch of people in a

rather impressive display of
pyrotechnics that you've somehow won.
Wrong again.
You think that our nation will
just crumble to it's knees
because of you.
Sorry, try again.
Though the loss of life is devastating and it will take us some
time to recoup — we will.
like the others that have
come before you, we will hunt
you down. We always find those
who attack us on our own soil.
Look out.

When the glass shatters
Watching the coverage on
CNN, one image paralyzed me.
It was a camera shot from the
air. The Statue of Liberty was in
Opinion Columnist the foreground and lower
Manhattan in back, shrouded
by a cloud of smoke, dust and
T woke up early yesterday.
debris.
1 was suddenly sent back one
Rolling from my bed, I
month. I stood on the pedestal
propped myself up next to my
of the Statue of Liberty, gazing
computer. I spent many a
minute trying to get my mind to towards the twin towers of the
World Trade Center, the Empire
focus on writing a plot progresState Building and the rest of the
sion for Tennessee Williams'
southern Manhattan skyline. I
play, "The Glass Menagerie"
looked at New York City from
As my senses awakened, my
my vantage point and thought,
phone rang. Before the caller
"I am home."
hung up, she asked if 1 had seen
Slowly, reality set back in. 1
the news. So it was that I turned
was in my apartment, and I had
on CNN to see only one World
an assignment due for class.
Trade Center tower. With a sinDifficult as it was to concentrate,
gle picture, my world was no
1 went through the pages of the
longer right.
Tennessee Williams play, with
We will all carry the story of
Senators Orrin Hatch and John
what we were doing in the early
McCain in the background.
hours of September 11,2001.
Class began as a somber
Yesterday morning will never
affair. A few minutes were taken
leave the memories of the multo let out any thoughts or feeltitude of people who proudly
ings that were boiling inside us.
call themselves Americans.
Class then proceeded as
Suddenly, "The Glass
planned. First there was a rousMenagerie" did not seem that
ing game of get-to-know-yourimportant.
classmates (where we still don't
Within minutes, I had talked
know who has the foot fetish).
to my mother, who was back in
Festivities soon gave way to
Wisconsin. As the next hour
classwork, as groups were
progressed, I went between the
formed to analyze one of the
phone, the television and my
four characters in "The Glass
thoughts. On the screen was a
Menagerie."
city where I planned to live, and
The group I was in looked at
where friends were currently livthe character of Laura, a young
ing.
girl as fragile as the menagerie of
J. MICHAEL
BESTUL

glass animals she collected. She
was the memory of a sister, as
told to us by the narrator. In the
end, she was a memory that he
could never completely leave
behind.
As class let out, I suddenly
wished it hadn't. The hours
spent in ardent discussion had
brightened a day dimmed by
four hijacked airplanes.
But the day continued. There
was news on everywhere I went
on campus. But the day continued, and I had an audition that
night, for a play entitled "The
Skin of Our Teeth." It was about
a family that survived through
thousands of years of natural
and human disasters. My nerves
were on edge.
But the day continued.
Yesterday's terrorist attack was
affect us indefinitely. Yesterday's
terrorist attack may change our
way of life. Yesterday's terrorist
attack will effect us indefinitely.
But we will continue. We will
persevere. We will survive
through these next few days,
weeks and months. Because
that is what we do. We go on,
even when we see our seemingly stable world transforms into
something much more fragile.
Something like a glass
menagerie.
Thanks to Sara LipinskiChambers, who asked her class
what the purpose of art was in
times like this. Contact]. Michael
Bestulalbest@bpwtbgsu.edu.
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Bowling Green
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Bowling Green,
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USG offers
hope for U.
community

Words can not describe the
magnitude of the horrendous
event that plagued the United
States on Tuesday morning.
The thoughts and prayers of
the student body are with the
families and loved ones yesterday. The Undergraduate
Student Governement will do
whatever we can in order to
aid the families that were victimized by this event as well
as other members of the
community. In this time of
national strife it is crucial
that everyone pulls together
and show how strong we really are, and I know we will.
Also, it is very important that
the University students
respect each other, most
importantly our international
students.
JONATHAN BRAGG
USG President

Students
criticize U.
decision

I am not normally a
"touchy-feely" sort of blubbering liberal whose ideals
manifest themselves with a
ribbon on my collar, but
tonight I wept like a child for
the children who lost their
parents in the New York and
Washington tragedies.
It truly pained me and
eventually incensed me to see
the folks in my community
and others which 1 passed
through indulging in the
inconsequential banter they
are normally accustomed to
while waiting in gas or grocery lines. Consistent with
this type of behavior is the
University's decision to continue with business as usual
on the day after the worst
unprovoked atrocity in
American history.
Therefore I felt it incumbent upon me as the proud
father of three fine boys to
inform them, via example, by
the fruitless yet symbolic act
of a lost art of the 1960's — a
"walk out." It is my intention
to attend every one of my
scheduled classes Wednesday
and vacate the premises one
minute after their appointed
start time.
If my history accurately

supports me, all classes on
the day after the Oklahoma
City bombings were canceled
due to a "period of mourning"
and I dare sjy that Tim
McVeigh and his casualty
list paie in comparison to
these terrorists and the
depths to which they have
shaken what 've as Americans
considered an insulated security,
I have generously tolerated
the overt liberal ideal of the
majority of my instructors
during my tenure at this university (as a family man I'm
on the twelve year plan), but
it is at this juncture at which I
am obligated to put my foot
down. I will not tolerate the
insensensitivity of this
University that functions only
in an ephemeral orbit around
political correctness. I will say
that as a loving and caring
father 1 cannot tear myself
away from the horrific images
I have witnessed on my television this evening and I will
not attend classes, buy gas, or
grocery shop on Wednesday.
The most offending irony
that I have heard reiterated
over and again is that it was
"like a movie." It troubles me
to believe that we have
become so desensitized. This
is so much further removed
from any movie that 1 have
ever witnessed.
Yes, I am guilty of the
charge normally associated
with non-conservatives,
namely that of exhibiting a
symbolic effort in lieu of a
substantive effort — but I
don't desire to hurt anyone's
feelings. In doing so I can
take some time and consider
the feelings of those who really matter — the victims.
JOHN CARTLEDGE
Student

U. lacks
respect
I opened my e-mail today
as usual to check to see if
anyone important had emailed me and what did I
find but a statement by
President Ribeau about the
atrocities that have happened
in New York and Washington.
Was it a cancellation of classes statement or a statement
saying that those with family
in those states will be pardoned to go home and mourn
for their loved oneS? No. It

was a blatant statement that
the university would not be
closed and that classes would
be canceled at "teacher's discretion."
Now anyone in their right
mind would have canceled
classes not only because of
the shock of the news, but
also out of respect for anyone
who is emotionally scarred by
this act of terrorism. Does
anyone realize this is the first
time an outright attack has
been placed against the US
since the British attacked us?
This is a SERIOUS situation
and one that should not be
taken lightly. There are several
government offices across
Ohio and who says these terrorist won't bomb one of
them too? Who says that
someone with a bee in there
bonnet won't decided to
crash an airplane into the
side of the library? 1 know this
all sounds pretty rash and
very worse case scenario, but
it is still a possibility. The
main point is that in situations and crisis such as this,
one's sense of security is broken and taken away. I'm sure
I'm not the only student who
would have felt safer off campus or at least more comforted to be at home and taking
all of this into focus instead of
having the burden of class on
top of the situation.
Sometimes even being in the
company of close friends can
help someone out when their
spirits are down. There was
also a national statement
ordering that all airports
whether commercial or
domestic be closed. This
includes the airport not more
than 20 feet from campus.
Isn't this also a good enough
reason to close the school for
one day?
In closing I would like to
address President Ribeau in
saying that I feel you have
made a poor decision in not
canceling classes. Also, if the
flag is not posted at half mast
tomorrow, I will lose faith in
everything I came to this
school for. Please don't let this
happen again. Anyway, it's
hasn't been a month and I'm
sure one day of no classes will
cripple any educational
processes under this campuses canvas.
BRENT LUMINA
Student

From the University.
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World
watches
U.S. attack

Campus Voices

(AP) — Astonishing terrorist
strikes in the United States quickly reached a global audience
Tuesday, with many around the
world watching live coverage as
both World Trade Center towers
collapsed.
In the West Bank city of Nabtus,
thousands of Palestinians poured
into the streets to celebrate,
chanting "God is Great" and distributing candy to passers-by,

even as their leader, Yasser Arafat,
impressed horror over the attack.
Audiences were transfixed by
the awful images from New York
and Washington, and world leaders expressed solidarity with an
America that looked more vulnerable than ever, offering a
stream of condolences.
Key indexes sank on world
stock markets and some
European airlines canceled

SIDNEY
RIBEAU
University president
It is with shock and sadness
that the University has
learned of the tragic incidents
in our nation this morning.
The purpose of this note is
to inform you of the
University's response and
what you can do to assist us
in those efforts. First, our
hearts go out to those victims
and their families in their
time of tragedy and grief. No
words can adequately express

flights to the United States and
recalled planes already in the air.
Canada closed all border crossings with the United States,
although the border with Mexico
remained open.
Many countries beefed up
security at American embassies,
and in Oslo, Norwegians left bou quets of flowers in a park near the
U.S. Embassy. U.S. armed forces
In Europe and Asia were put on

our support. We encourage
you to include them in whatever spiritual practice to
which you might adhere.
What are we doing?
Our first priority is for the
welfare and safety of our students, faculty, and staff. As of
this time there is no reason to
believe that there is any danger or threat to our community.
A senior group of
University administrators is
closely monitoring developments and will provide communication updates as necessary. It is our intent, as much
as possible, to dispel rumors
and not to communicate
high alert, and Israel closed its
airspace to foreign flights. NATO
and European Union institutions
also took special security measures, including partial evacuations.
"This mass terrorism is the
new evil in our world today," said
British Prime Minister Tony Blair.
"It is perpetrated by fanatics who
are utterly indifferent to the sanctity of human life, and we the

inaccurate information by -email, the BGSU web-site, and
from the Office of Marketing
Communications. Classes are
not cancelled Universitywide. Individual instructors
are always free to proceed as
they wish. We remind you
that as a campus community
meeting in class is an opportunity to support each other
in times of crisis.
What can you do?
As you go about your other
activities, please remember
respect for each other and
cooperation. Refer all media
inquiries to Marketing and
Communications — 372-2616
Please act with calmness.
democracies of this world are
going to have to come together
and fight it together."
Queen Elizabeth II said she
watched developments in "growing disbelief and total shock" and
offered her prayers to Americans.
Broadcasters around the world
broke into programming to show
images of the disaster.
"I thought I was watching a
Hollywood movie."
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Two planes collide with trade center
by David Cray
T HI «SS0CIAt(0 PRESS

NEW YORK—In the most devastating tenorist onslaught ever
waged against the United States,
hijackers crashed two airliners
into the World Trade Center on
Tuesday, toppling its twin 110story towers. The deadly calamity
was witnessed on televisions
across the world as another plane
slammed into the Pentagon, and
a fourth crashed outside
Pittsburgh.
Said Adm. Robert ). Natter,
commander of the U.S. Atlantic
Fleet: "We have been attacked
like we haven't since Pearl
Harbor."
Establishing the U.S. death toll
could take weeks, but it was
expected casualties would be in
the thousands. The four airliners
alone had 266 people aboard and
there were no known survivors.
The dead and the doomed plummeted from the skyscrapers,
among them a man and woman
holding hands.
"Freedom itself was attacked
this morning and I assure you
freedom will be defended," said
President. Bush, who was in
Florida at the time of the catastrophe. As a security measure, he
was shuttled to a Strategic Air
Command bunker in Nebraska
before leaving for Washington.
"Make no mistake," he said.
"The United States will hunt
down and pursue those responsible for these cowardly actions."
No one took responsibility for
the audacious events that rocked
the seats of finance and government, but federal authorities
identified Osama bin laden —
who has been given asylum by
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers — as
the prime suspect.
More than nine hours after the
U.S. attacks began, explosions
could be heard north of the
Afghan capital of Kabul, but
American officials said the
United States was not responsible. "It isn't us. I don't know who's
doing it," Pentagon spokesman
Craig Quigley said.
The nation's aviation system
was shut down as officials considered the frightening flaws that
had been exposed in security
procedures.
Barbara Obon, the wife of U.S.
Solicitor General Theodore
Obon, used a cell phone to tell
her husband that her plane had
been hijacked by attackers using
knives and sharp instruments.
The plane carrying Mrs. Obon, a
frequent CNN commentator,
crashed into the Pentagon.
Officiab across the world condemned the attacks but in the

"Make no mistake. The United States will
hunt down and pursue those responsible
for these cowardly actions"
GEORGE W. BUSH, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

West Bank city of Nablus, thousands of Palestinians celebrated,
chanting "God is Great" and
handing out candy.
At the Pentagon, the symbol
and command center for the
nation's military force, one side of
the building collapsed as smoke
billowed over the Potomac River.
Rep. Ike Skelton, briefed by
Pentagon officials, said, "There
appear to be about 100 casualties" in the building
The television images were
extraordinary: a plane slamming
into the second tower as smoke
poured from the first; the buildings tumbling down and vanishing in a gray cloud; bloodied survivors stumbling through the
streets of Manhattan, covered
with dust and ashes.
The attacks altered the very
skyline of Manhattan, destroying
two buildings where 50,000 people worked. The first airstrike
occurred shortly before 8:45 am.
EDT. By evening, huge clouds of
smoke still billowed from the
ruins. A burning, 47-story part of
the World Trade Center complex
collapsed in flames just before
nightfall. The building had
already been evacuated.
The violence sent waves of fear
across the continent and beyond.
The aviation shutdown was the
first in history. Financial markets
were closed, too.
Top leaders of Congress were
led to an undisclosed location as
were key officials of the Bush
administration. Guards armed
with
automatic
weapons
patrolled the White House
grounds and military aircraft
secured the skies above the capital city.
Evacuations were ordered at
the tallest skyscrapers in several
cities, and high-profile tourist
anractions closed —Walt Disney
World,
Mount
Rushmore,
Seattle's Space Needle, the
Gateway Arch in St. Louis.
"No one has been ruled out,
but our initial feeling is that this is
the work of bin Laden," said a
high-ranking federal law enforcement official who spoke on condition of anonymity. "He is top of
our list at this point."
In Afghanistan, where bin
Laden has been given asylum,
the nation's hardline Taliban
rulers rejected suggestions he
was responsible.
Bin Laden came to prominence fighting alongside the

JJ.S.-backed Afghan mujahedeen
— holy warriors — in their war
against Soviet troops in the 1980s.
But former followers say he
turned against the United States
during the 1991 Gulf War,
seething at the deployment of
U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War campaign to
oust Iraq from Kuwait. He has
repeatedly called on Muslims
worldwide to join in a jihad, or
holy war, against the United
States.
Abdel-Bari Atwan, editor of the
Al-Quds al-Arabi newspaper, said
he received a warning from
Islamic fundamentalists close to
bin Laden, but had not taken the
threat seriously. "They said it
would be a huge and unprecedented attack but they did not
specify." Atwan said in a telephone interview in London.
Eight years ago, the World
Trade Center was a terrorist target
when a truck bomb killed six people and wounded about 1,000
others. Tuesday's attack was far
more deadly, and sure to be well
above the 168 people killed in the
1995 bombing of the federal
building in Oklahoma City.
This is how Tuesday's mayhem
unfolded:
At about 8:45 am., a hijacked
airliner crashed into the north
tower of the trade center, the 25year-old, glass-and-steel complex that was once the world's
tallest.
Clyde Ebanks, an insurance
company vice president, was at a
meeting on the 103rd floor of the
south tower when his boss said,
"Look at that!" He turned to see a
plane slam into the other tower.
"I just heard the building rock."
said Peter Dicerbo, a bank
employee on the 47th floor. "It
knocked me on the floor. I!
sounded like a big roar, then the
building started swaying. That's
what really scared me."
The enormity of the disaster
was just sinking in when 18 minutes later, the south tower also
was hit by a plane.
"All this stuff started falling and
all this smoke was coming
through. People were screaming
falling, and jumping out of the
windows,".
said
Jennifer
Brickhouse, 34, from Union, N.I.
The chaos was just beginning.
Workers stumbled down scores
of flights, their clothing torn and
their lungs filled with smoke and
dust.

Peter Brandt Gerry Images

BURNING DOWN: A fiery blast rocks the World Trade Center after it was hit by two airplanes yesterday
morning in New York City.

lohn Axisa said he ran outside
and watched people jump out of
the first building; then there was a
second explosion, and he felt the
heat on the back of his neck.
Donald Bums, 34, was being
evacuated from the 82nd floor
when he saw four people in the
stairwell. "I tried to help them but
they didn't want anyone to touch
them. The fire had melted their
skin. Their clothes were tattered."
he said.
Worse was to come. At 9:50,
one tower collapsed, sending

debris and dust cascading to the
ground. At 10:30, the other tower
crumbled.
Glass doors shattered, police
and firefighters ushered people
into subway stations and buildings. The air was black, from the
pavement to the sky. The dust
and ash were inches deep along
the streets.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said it
was believed the after effects of
the plane crashes eventually
brought the buildings down, not
planted explosive devices.

Hyman Brown, a University of
Colorado civil engineering professor and the construction manager for the World Trade Center,
speculated that flames fueled by
thousands of gallons of aviation
fuel melted steel supports,
"This building would have
stood had a plane or a force
caused by a plane smashed into
it," he said. "But steel melts, and
24,000 gallons of aviation fluid
melted the steel. Nothing is
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Officials suspect bin Laden Attack heightens Internet use
by Karen tu*o
IKE ASSOCIATED.HESS

WASHINGTON — U.S. officiab began piecing together a
case linking Osama bin Laden
to the worst terrorist attack in
U.S. hbtory, aided by an intercept of communications
between his supporters and
"harrowing cell phone calk from
victims aboard the jetliners
before they crashed on Tuesday.
U.S. intelligence intercepted
communications between bin
Laden supporters discussing
the attacks on the World Trade
Center and Pentagon, according
to Utah Sen. Orrin Hatch, the
top Republican on the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
"They have an intercept of
some information that included
people associated with bin
Laden who acknowledged a
couple of targets were hit,"
Hatch said in an interview with
The Associated Press. He
declined to be more specific.
Hatch also said law enforcement has data possibly linking
one person on one of the four
ill-fated flights to bin Laden's
organization.
Government and industry
officials said at least one flight
attendant and two passengers
called from three of the planes
as they were being forced down
8:00

in New York and Washington —
each describing similar circumstances.
The callers indicated hijackers armed with knives, in some
cases stabbing flight attendants,
took control of the plane and
were forcing them down toward
the ground, officials said.
One of the passengers was
Barbara Obon, the wife of a top
lustice Department official who
called her husband as the
hijacking was occurring.
Olson, the wife of Solicitor
General Theodore Olson, was
aboard American Airlines Flight
77 that left Dulles International
Airport in Washington and was
forced to crash into the
Pentagon.
The officiab said Olson told
her husband the attackers had
used knife-like instruments to
take over the plane, and forced
passengers to the back of the jet.
Theodore Olson confirmed
his wife made the calls before
dying. "She called from the
plane while it was being
hijacked I wish it wasn't so but it
is," he said.
Separately, a businessman
aboard a United flight that left
Boston and crashed into the
World Trade Center twice called
his father as hb plane was being
hijacked, a law enforcement
9:00

official told The Associated
Press.

The official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
victim's father was interviewed
by the FBI. The father indicated
his son made two calls — both
times the phone cut off. In the
first call, the businessman said a
stewardess had been stabbed.
In the second call, the son said
his plane was "going down."
A flight attendant aboard the
second jetliner that struck the
World Trade Center managed to
call an emergency number from
the back of the airplane, an
American Airlines source said.
The source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the flight
attendant said her fellow attendants had been stabbed, the
cabin had been taken over, and
they were going down in New
York
U.S. officials said there was
early information tying the
attacks to bin Laden, a wealthy
Arab believed to be living in
Afghanistan who previously has
been tied to terrorist attacks
against Americans overseas. But
they cautioned it was too early
to definitively assign blame.
The Taliban, Afghanistan's
SEARCH, PAGE
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Due to an overabundance of cell phone
use, many people
turned to the
Internet, causing it
to nan slowly.
byAracklesdanun
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Internet traffic
slowed and major news Web sites
were jammed Tuesday as people
craving details on the World Trade
Center and Pentagon attacks
flooded online.
The Net also proved its mettle
as a communications facilitator
in a time of crisis.
Electronic mail was a godsend
for many people trying to reach
loved ones but frustrated by
clogged telephone voice circuits,
and Web sites were established to
help people find out whether
friends and family survived.
The Internet search engine
Google directed news seekers to
radio and television. "Many
online news services are not
available, because of extremely
high demand," a statement read
on the popular site's home page.
Television broadcasts did not
appear to promote their Web sites
as heavily as they normally do

11:00

12.00

during breaking news.
America Online's Instant
Messenger service was sporadic
in New York throughout much of
the day.
At ills dial-up connections in
New York were constantly busy,
although the service was sometimes reachable by making longdistance calls elsewhere. AOL
spokesman lim Whitney said the
service was running normally
from the company's end. He did
report a slight spike in instant messaging traffic.
MSNBC.com, the most popular news site on the Web, was
working without problems, but
spokesman Ben Billingsley said
technicians had removed graphics from the site to allow users to
access the news faster.
CNN.com also streamlined its
site, temporarily removing video,
ads and non-breaking news in
the early hours after the attack.
Spokeswoman Edna lohnson
said Internet users were viewing
nine million pages an hour by
afternoon, compared with a normal average of 14 million for the
entire day.
The site for ABC News reported
four times normal traffic.
Reaching the Web site was difficult in the morning before ABC
took measures including borrowing server capacity from

ESPN.com, owned by the same
company as ABC
Keynote Systems Inc., which
measures Internet performance,
said that in the early hours the
Web sites it tracked took longer to
reach — nearly 13 seconds, compared with a daily average of five.
Performance improved by late
afternoon,
Access was particularly bad for
news sites.
Keynote's software probes
couldn't reach ABC News at all in
the late morning By 1 p.m., the
probes were about 75 percent
successful reaching ABC.
The WIRE and other Internet
services run by The Associated
Press experienced more than five
times the normal traffic, said
company spokeswoman Kelly
Tunney.
"All of our news distributions
systems have been stable despite
the tumultuous amount of traffic," she said.
E-mail proved crucial, meanwhile, for many people seeking to
reach families and friends in the
chaos and uncertainty that followed Tuesday's destruction.
While telephone calls produced busy signals, quick e-mail
messages confirmed that loved
INTERNET, PAGE 7
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PENTAGON: A hole gapes in the Pentagon after a plane crashed into the building yesterday morning as part of a suspected terrorist attack in Arlington, Va

D.C. braces for further incident
by Carolyn Skohmsck
!HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — A frantic
guard outside the Supreme Court
shouted at strolling passers-by:
"You don't have time to stay in
this area!" Why, he was asked,
what happened? "Explosions!
Leave!"
Secret Service agents similarly
yelled at White House tourists to
get away. At the Capitol, stunned
congressmen huddled under the
shade of trees outside. Some officers who typically keep firearms
out of sight made a show of toting

pump-action shotguns.
Across Washington, people left
work and jammed streets and
subways to try to get home as the
seat of government was evacuated after devastating terrorist
attacks at the Pentagon and the
World Trade Center in New York.
Sirens wailed. Cars packed the
streets, and bomb-sniffing dogs
patrolled
the
Washington
Monument. Unmarked official
cars flew through red lights and
raced down the wrong sides of
streets, holding up insignia to
identify themselves.

And a TV news crew worked a
deal to perch on a church rooftop
with a picture-perfect view of the
Capitol framed against a brilliant
blue sky, providing a clear shot
just in case a plane should
demolish the home of Congress.
"I just want to get out of downtown, get someplace safe," said
Tracey Nicholas, who had collected her son, third-grader Marcus,
from his downtown elementary
school but was stranded with no
way to get home.
In line at the White House,
Elmar Torenga of Holland and a

United States not only
nation attacked
by Kathy Gannon
1HC ASSOCIATED CRESS

KABUL
Afghanistan
—
Rockets flared and explosions
could be heard north of the capi-"tal near the airport early
Wednesday, hours after devastating tenor attacks in the United
States.
The United States quickly
denied any involvement in the
violence in Afghanistan, which
has been shielding Osama bin
Laden, a terrorism mastermind
linked by some U.S. officials to
Tuesday's attacks in New York
and Washington.
The explosions began around
2:30 am. and came in rapid succession, seconds apart, making
buildings shudder. There were no
sounds of airplanes or anti-aircraft fire.
Rockets also reportedly landed
in the northern suburb of Khair
Khana hitting a Taliban ammunition depot. Giant plumes of black
smoke billowed skyward. A
Taliban military division is nearby.
Officials could not be reached
at the airport.
Taliban soldiers in the center of
Kabul said the explosions seemed
to begin with a low-flying helicopter that fired rockets into the
area at the airport. There was

some return fire by Taliban with
anti-aircraft weapons, the soldiers said.
White House spokeswoman
Claire Buchan said explosions
reported in Kabul are not retaliatory attacks by the United States.
"The United States is not
responsible," she said. Her comments were echoed by Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld during a Pentagon briefing in
Washington. "I've seen those
reports," he said of the Kabul
explosions. "In no way is the
United States government connected to those explosions."
Another U.S. official, speaking
on the condition of anonymity,
said the fighting in Kabul
appeared to be rocket attacks by
Afghan rebels opposing the ruling Taliban in response to the
attack on a rebel general over the
weekend.
Afghanistan's hardline Taliban
rulers condemned the U.S.
attacks and rejected suggestions
that Osama bin Laden, who's
being protected
by the
Afghanistan government, could
be behind them.
The explosions were in the
direction of the front line where
Afghan's Taliban soldier are fined
up against opposition forces.
Fighting in that area has

increased in recent but this would
be first major assault by opposition forces so close to the capital.
It was impossible to travel in
the streets because of a nighttime
curfew, from 11 p.m. to 4 am.
Conflicting reports persisted
Tuesday over whether rebel general Ahmed Shah Massood, the
leader of the opposition to the
Taliban's hard-line Islamic rule,
survived a suicide bombing
attack Sunday.
The bombing in northern
Afghanistan killed Massood's aide
as well as the bombers, two men
posing as television journalists.
The Russian news agency ITARTass reported that Massood had
also died.
An opposition spokesman and
Massood's brother in London
have said he was gravely injured
in the attack, but was not killed.
Massood, 48, has led a fractured collection of groups who
fought each other when they
ruled much of Afghanistan for
four years until the Taliban took
control in 1996. The opposition
blamed Sunday's bombing on the
Taliban
and
neighboring
Pakistan, which they say supports
the Islamic militia. The Taliban
denied any role in the attack

Officials search for suspect
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ruling Islamic militia, said bin
Laden lacks the resourc.es for
such a terrorist attack.
Federal law enforcement officials were studying manifests for
passengers, crew or service personnel with possible links to bin
Laden.
The government unleashed
legions of intelligence and law
enforcement experts to begin
identifying those who planned
and carried out the attacks.
"Thousands of FBI agents in
field offices and international

legal offices are cooperating in
this investigation," Attorney
General John Ashcroft said. He
said numerous federal law
enforcement agencies were aiding the effort.
investigators face a monumental task, especially in New York,
where two hijacked planes
plowed into the World TVade
Center towers. Sifting through the
rubble, which yielded key clues in
(he Oklahoma City bombing, will
be extremely difficult because of
the amount of debris.
Another plane crashed into the
Pentagon near Washington, col-

lapsing one side of the building,
and a fourth airliner crashed in a
field 80 miles southeast of
Pittsburgh.
Security analysis said the crash
site in Pennsylvania could be a
source of quick dues if the plane's
black box can be located.
"Some of the first clues will
come from the plane," said
Eugene Poteat, a retired CIA intelligence officer. The black box,
which captures instrument readings and recordings from the
flight deck, may have captured
voices of those who crashed the
plane.

friend heard about the'World
Trade Center attacks on a radio.
Then they heard a big explosion.
"We were quite scared. ... A
policeman who seemed, quite
panicked told us to get... out of
here."
Inside the Capitol, guards ran
through the hallways shouting at
people to leave. "There's a plane
coming," one anxious guard
hollered. "Get out!"
Outside, Senate President Pro
Tern Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., talked
to reporters until a loud boom
sounded behind the Capitol. An

aide grabbed his ann and tried to
drag him away. "Some people in
the world are bent on destru
don," Byrd said.
Despite the evacuation, some
lawmakers stayed put.
"They tried to throw me out
three times, but they didn't succeed," said Rep. Bob Stump, RAriz., chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee. "I
figured I was safer in the building
than out on the street."
Some Congress members
insisted on more symbolic acts,
singing "God Bless America" on

the (Capitol steps. Congressional
leaders kept the Capitol Dome
bathed in floodlights all night to
reinforce the message that the
light of democracy shines on.
Downtown,
George
Washington University student
Aaron Costello, 20, ran to his
dorm roof to see the Pentagon
smoking across the Potomac
River.
"It's still just unreal to me right
now," said Costello, of Richmond,
Va
PENTAGON. PAGE 7

Explosions may trigger
economic collapse
by Martin CrustJnger
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The terror
attacks in the nation's business
and government capitals may
push the teetering economy into
recession, analysts suggested.
The Federal Reserve said it stood
ready to pump extra money into
the economy if needed to try to
avert such a development.
The Fed's promise to supply
additional money to the banking system was similar to a
pledge it issued on the morning
after the October 1987 stock
market crash. That action, only
two months
into Alan
Greenspan's tenure as chairman,
was credited with keeping the
economy out of recession.
Private analysts, however, said
the Fed's magic of lower interest
rates and ample supplies of cash
may not be enough to overcome
Tuesday's series of attacks. They
came as the economy already
was struggling and consumer
confidence was faltering.'
"The economy has been on a
high-wire
act
straddling
between a recession and anemic
growth. Now the terrorists have
cut the wire underneath our
feet," said Sung Win Sohn, chief
economist at Wells Fargo in
Minneapolis. "The United States
and the rest of the world are likely to experience a full-blown
recession now."
President Bush and other
administration officials sought
to bolster confidence.
"Our financial institutions
remain strong and the American
economy will be open for business as well" on Wednesday,
Bush said in a televised address
to the nation.
The President's Working
Group on Financial Markets said
officials had "every confidence"
stock trading will resume "as
soon as it is both appropriate
and practical." The group of
Treasury and Federal Reserve
officials, along with market regulators, coordinates government

responses during market crises.
Treasury Secretary Paul
O'Neill, in Tokyo on Tuesday on
the last stop of a weeklong Asian
tour, said in a statement that
"our nation's financial markets
are strong and resilient."
Officials said that O'Neill had
cancelled his Schedule for
Wednesday, including a speech
before the National Press Club in
Tokyo and a meeting with
lapanese
Prime
Minister
Junichiro Koizumi.
The concern among economists is that the attacks will
cause consumers to cut back
further on their spending, which
accounts for two-thirds of the
nation's economic activity.
Even before the attacks, signs
of trouble were evident as
Americans grew more worried
about their jobs with each fresh
round of layoff announcements.
The government had reported
last Friday that the unemployment rate shot up to 4.9 percent
in August as job losses in manufacturing climbed above I million.
The overall economy grew by
just 0.2 percent in the April-lune
quarter, the poorest showing in
eight years. Before the terrorist
attacks, many analysts had been
forecasting a rebound to around
1.5 percent growth in the gross
domestic product for the current
quarter, helped by seven interest
rate cuts from the Fed and nearly $40 billion in tax rebate money
being mailed to Americans.
But economists said the terror
attacks, in addition to hurting
consumer confidence, could
disrupt the economy in a variety
of ways, including severely curtailing air travel, which especially would harm areas that
depend on tourism.
"There is no economic good
that comes out of this. It is just a
question of how bad will it be,"
said Mark Zandi, chief economist at Economy.com. "It is now
likely we will get a negative GDP
number for the third quarter,

given all of the economic disruptions that this is creating with a
shutdown of the transportation
system and the financial markets"
The Fed's promise to supply
extra money to the banking system is an attempt to assure
depositors that no bank will get
caught without
adequate
resources to meet its normal
operating needs.
Zandi predicted the Fed
would follow that with further
cuts in interest rates.
The Fed already had reduced
its key benchmark rate, the federal funds rate, seven times so far
this year, the last cut occurring at
its Aug. 21 meeting.
The Fed next meets on Oct. 2
although some analysts said the
central bank may feel a need to
deliver a positive jolt to markets
with an intermeeting rate cut,
something it has already done
twice this year.
Greenspan, who had been
attending a banking conference
in Basel, Switzerland, was on a
plane returning to the United
States when the terrorist attacks
on the World TYade Center
occurred. His commercial flight,
along with other international
flights to the United States, was
diverted. A Basel police official
said Greenspan's flight had
returned to Switzerland.
Fed
spokesman
Dave
Skidmore said Greenspan was
on the ground at a location he
refused to disclose for security
reasons.
skidmore
said
Greenspan was being kept fully
apprised of developments
through a monitoring team
assembled at Fed headquarters
in Washington operating under
the direction of Fed Vice
Chairman Roger Ferguson.
Officials said late Tuesday that
the New York Stock Exchange,
the Nasdaq Stock Market and
the American Stock Exchange
would remain closed at least
through Wednesday.
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Twin explosions topple towers
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designed or will be designed to
withstand that fire."
At mid-afternoon, Giuliani said
1,500 "walking wounded" had
been shipped to Liberty State
Park in New Jersey by ferry and
tugboat, and 750 others were
taken to New York City hospitals,
among them 150 in critical condition.
Bystanders helped the injured,
along with multitudes of emergency workers who poured into
the area. It was feared that many
police and firefighters were in the
two buildings when they went
down.
Bridges and tunnels were
closed to all but pedestrians.
Subways were shut down; commuter trains were not running.
Meanwhile, at about 9:30 a.m.,
an airliner hit the Pentagon — the
five-sided headquarters of the
American military. "There was
screaming and pandemonium,"
said Terry Yonkers, an Air Force
civilian employee at work inside
the building.
The military boosted security
across the country to the highest
levels, sending Navy ships to New

York and Washington to assist
The nightmare sent shockwith air defense and medical waves across the country. The
Federal Reserve, seeking to proneeds.
A half-hour after the Pentagon vide assurances that the nation's
attack, a United Airlines Flight 93, banking system would be proa Boeing 757 jetliner en route tected, said it would provide
from Newark, N.J., to San additional money to banks if
Francisco, crashed about 80 miles needed.
southeast of Pittsburgh. A conThe Department of Health and
gressman said the hijackers 'Human Services said 7,000 docintended to send the plane to tors and other health professioncrash into Camp David, the pres- als were ready to help if needed.
idential retreat in Maryland.
"We're at war," said Gaillard
Minutes before the crash, a Pinckney, an employee at the
passenger told an emergency dis- Housing
and
Urban
patcher in a cell phone call: "We Development office in Columbia,
are being hijacked, we are being S.G "We just don't know with
hijacked!"
who."
Airline officials said the other
Felix Novelli, who lives in
three planes that crashed were Southampton, N.Y., was in
American Airlines Flight 11. a Nashville with his wife for a World
Boeing 767 from Boston to Los War II reunion. He was trying to
Angeles, apparently the first to hit fly home to New York when the
the trade center United Airlines attacks occurred
Flight 175, also a Boeing 767 from
"1 feel like going to war again.
Boston to Los Angeles, which an No mercy," he said. "This is Dec.
eyewitness said was the second to 7th happening all over again. We
hit the skyscrapers; and have to come together like '41, go
American Airlines-Flight 77, a after them.".
Boeing 757 en route from
The attack on Pearl Harbor
Washington-Dulles
to Los claimed the lives of 2,390
Angeles that a source said hit the Americans, most of them servicePentagon.

Americans jam the Internet
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ones were alive.
Gretchen Heefner of San
Francisco quickly went online to
check on several close friends in

"Fortunately, people were in their
offices and have fast connections
and could get their e-mail right
away."
EBay and other sites added
messages of sympathy to their
home pages.

Manhattan. "Send word when
you can," she wrote.
"I could not reach anyone on
their home phone, cell phone or
work phone from my home
phone or cell phone, and so email was the best way," she said.

Plane in Pa. hijacked
byToddSpangler
IHC ASSOCIATED CHESS

SHANKSVILLE, Pa. — A passenger on United Airlines Flight
93 called on his cell phone from a
locked bathroom with a chilling
message: "We are being hijacked,
we are being hijacked!" Minutes
later the jetliner crashed with 45
people aboard, the last of four
closely timed terror attacks across
the country.
Radar showed
the San
Francisco-bound Boeing 757
from Newark. N.I., had nearly
reached Cleveland when it made
a sharp left turn and headed back
toward Pennsylvania, crashing in
a grassy field edged by woods
about 80 miles southeast of
Pittsburgh. There was no sign of
any survivors.
"There's a crater gouged in the
earth, the plane is pretty much
disintegrated. There's nothing left
but scorched trees," said Mark
Stahl, of Somerset, who went to
the scene.

some sort of explosion and saw
white smoke coming from the
plane and we lost contact with
him," Cramer said.
Lome Lyles, a Fort Myers, Fla.,
police officer, was at home when
his wife, flight attendant CeeCee
Lyles, called him from the plane
on a a cell phone.
"She called him and let him
know how much she loved him
and the boys," said her aunt,
Mareya Schneider. CeeCee Lyles
was crying and her husband
could hear people screaming in
the background, according to
Schneider. Then she said "we've
been hijacked" and the phone
went dead.
Also. Alice Hoglan told IOVUTV in San Francisco that her son,
Mark Bingham, 31, called her
from aboard the flight at 9:44 EST.
"We've been taken over. There
are three men that say they have a
bomb," Hoglan said her son told
her.

The Boeing 757 crash was one
of four reported Tuesday by
United and American Airlines.
Two jetliners crashed into the
World Trade Center in New York
City and one hit the Pentagon in
Washington.
United said Flight 93 left
Newark at 8:01 a.m. with 38 passengers, two pilots and five flight
attendants.
Minutes before the 10 a.m.
crash, an emergency dispatcher
in Pennsylvania received a cell
phone call from a man who said
he was a passenger locked in a
bathroom aboard United Flight
93. The man repeatedly said the
call was not a hoax, said dispatch
supervisor Glenn Cramer in
neighboring
Westmoreland
County.
"We are being hijacked, we are
being hijacked!" Cramer quoted
the man as saying, from a transcript of the call.
The man told dispatchers the
plane "was going down. He heard

Spencer Platt Getty Images

VISION BLOCK: Dust swirls around south Manhattan moments after a tower of the World Trade
Center collapsed yesterday morning when two airplanes slammed into the twin towers.

Nation stunned by attacks
PENTAGON, FROM PAGE 6
John Croom, a 69-year-old
retired Army staff sergeant was
dumbfounded as he watched
the Pentagon burn from his

home. "I thought Washington
was protected."
But tourist Bill Powell of
Leesburg, Ga, who has been
traveling with his wife Betty, said
the attacks didn't surprise him
since he had just read a book in

Follow the
Crowd To

which "a guy was planning to
put a very toxic chemical into
the World Trade Center."
"I thought to myself, this kind
of thing could happen anytime."

Spacious living
Awesome Locations
(xceptional Amenities
NOW LEASING
FOR 2001-200

PREFERRED8^
PROPERTIES CO.

Did you know...97% of the world's water is in the ocean!

See Preferred For
1& 2 Bedrooms ■ Efficiencies ■ Small Building
Twinplexes ■ 2, 3 & 5 Bedroom Houses

Fox Run • Haven House Manor • Piedmont
Birchwood Place • Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

Build your future with us!

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
,—mm)
<mSL

Nursing Management

530 Maple • 352-9378
ttai.-Fri 8-12, 1-4:30

Memorial Hospital, Fremont, currently seeks
candidates for the following management positions.
Director, Special Care Unit
Oversee operations of Critical Care (ICU) department. Qualified Candidate will have ,n
a minimum. Liceruure as a Registered Nurse in the State of Ohio and 4 to 6 years Nursing
experience. Previous management experience highly desired. PALS and ACLS cemficarions
required within 90 days of hire. Bachelor degree required. CCRN highly desired.
Resource Coordinator
Full-time and pan-time positions. Primarily 6:30 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Responsible for the supervision of services provided on afternoon/midnight shift. Oversees allocation including, but not limited to personnel,
equipment and supplies.
Graduate of an accredited school of nursing. Bachelor degree required
(BSN preferred). Current Registered Nurse license issued by the State
of Ohio; BLS and ACLS required. Demonstrated leadership ability.
Sifn-on bonus available up to $4,000 for experienced candidates.
We offer a competitive wage and benefit package, including a 403b
Contributory Retirement Plan. For more information, please contact
Barbara Langan, Chief Patient Services Officer at (419) 332-7321 ext.
3470, fax: (419) 334-6691. e-mail aharsanjettrremonmwnvxtal.org,
or send resume to:
Memorial Hospital
Human Resources
715 S. TahAve.
Fremont. Ohio 4 M20
EOE

Freshly Popped
Popcorn Daily!
OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT CENTER
Ground Floor Moseley Hall
Monday-Friday
beginning at 11am
50< per bag-proceeds go to the Barbara Y.
Keller Scholarship benefitting Commuter &
Off-Campus Students

MEMORIAL
*tudent center
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Cities across local regions
react to terrorist attacks
REGION, FROM PAGE 3

Detroit
All main buildings, including
the Renaissance Center, Chrysler
Building, IRS Building and
Federal Building, were evacuated.
Detroit International and City
Airports were closed. All planes
were reportedly grounded. All
Detroit Public schools stayed
open, but parents were allowed to
pick up their kids if they wanted.
Most of the suburban schools
were
closed.
Both
the
Ambassador Bridge and tunnel to
Canada were closed. Police
reportedly added officers to
increase protection.

Lima
The Lima Federal Building did
shut down. Catherine Garlock,
chief of staff for the city of Lima,
said, "It is my understanding that
the Lima Federal Building shut
down out of respect for the
deceased." The closing was an
independent decision, and not
mandated by the government.
In addition to the closing of the
Federal Building, the Lima City
School system has placed all
schools
in
"lockdown."
Lockdown essentially prevents
students from leaving early. Other
than that, classes proceeded as
normal.
According to a press release
from
the
Allen
County
Emergency
Management
Agency, all local political leadership and safety services maintained open communications
regarding events and intended lo
continue all operations on a
"business as usual" approach.

Dayton
The city reacted in record time
to the diabolical attacks on
American soil yesterday, said Tom
Biedcnharn, director of Public
Affairs for Dayton.

"We benefited because we
knew who to call and how to be
prepared, and it is all in thanks to
the mock terrorism exercise we
did months back." Biedenham
said.
The city also took precautionary measures around the downtown area by "quarantining the
streets that run along local and
state buildings."
Dayton
Municipal courts announced
that all cases scheduled for yesterday were canceled.
As was the case with all
American airports, Dayton
International Airport was shut
down, and no flights were
allowed to take off as ordered by
theFAA.
Wright State University classes
were supposed to start yesterday,
but they have been canceled until
tomorrow. The students who are
living on campus moved in over
the weekend.
The University of Dayton also
canceled classes yesterday to
allow students to moum the victims of attack. The university is
only ten minutes away from
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
All non-essential employees at
both universities were sent home,
leaving only public safety person nel at the campus.

Akron/Canton
The city of Akron and Summit
County are working with the U.S.
Emergency Management Agency
to provide the Akron/Canton
area with precautionary measures in response to the terrorist
attacks in New York City and
Washington DC
At a news conference held
Tuesday afternoon, Mayor Don
Plusquellio and County Executive
lames B. McCarthy assured citizens that public safety forces and
corresponding agencies had
been activated.

Plusquellio noted that city
water facilities were being protected. Akron Police have taken
security precautions around and
inside government buildings. The
Akron Municipal Courts were
also closed.
McCarthy said that the sheriff's
department SWAT team and the
bomb squad were both activated.
The greatest concern in the
Akron area was the AkronCanton Regional Airport. The airport received numerous flights
that had been directed from other
parts of the country. The Summit
County Red Cross was sent to the
airport for support.

Columbus
In the wake of the terrorist
attacks in New York City and
Washington, DC, most of Ohio's
cities responded by closing
schools and sending employees
home.
Ohio's capital, Columbus, did
not close its schools or city government offices, according to
press secretary Mike Brown.
"In light of the tragic national
attacks... the City of Columbus is
taking precautionary measures.
There is no indication of any
threat against our city or citizens,"
Columbus Mayor Michael
Coleman said in a message to
Columbus employees.
"City buildings are on high alert
and security is being increased
citywide," Brown said. "We decided to send employees home at 2
p.m. to be with their children
coming home from school."
-Compiled by JeffHindenach.
Kimberly Dupps, WillE. Sanders.
Mary Beth Wilfong, Erik Pepple,
Shannon Kolkedyand Chuck
Soder
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NO FLIGHTS: Airport
personnel help stranded
flyers to hotel vans at
Toledo Express.

Toledo airport deals
with mass grounding
by Lisa Bettinger and Kurtis KinziH
THE iC NEWS

Toledo Express Airport was
the scene of surreal chaos. Like
all other airports, there were no
planes taking off, as the FAA
ordered airplanes to land. No
planes were allowed in the air.
Eventually the airport closed for
the remainder of the day.
Hirsch Chizever was on his
way home to Dallas, but he
decided to wait it out at the airport. "My stomach is turning
from what happened," he said.
Tim Gerrity of Milwaukee was
on his way to Philadelphia for a
business trip before his flight
was grounded. "It's an annoyance," he said.

Sally Alkire was on her way to
Utah. "I'm sick over it," she said,
"I cant bclii.-ve someone would
do this. I'm .ring to get to my
daughter's wedding."
Brian Schwartz, manager of
corrtn.unicatk.Ms for the Toledo
Port Authoritr, was in shock
when he heard the news. "I can't
describe the feeling' he said, "It
was beyond anything imaginable."
Along with stranded passengers, there was a report of a
bomb at the airport. Schwartz
denied that any such threats
were made. Schwartz also had
no comment regarding when
stranded travelers could leave
the airport.

Among the flights which were
rerouted to the airport were a
Midwest Express flight bound
for Philadelphia, a U.S. Air
Express flight from Kalamazoo
to Pittsburgh and an American
Eagle flight headed for
Cleveland. A flight from
Chataqua Airlines, which is a
division of Northwest Airlines,
bound for Fort Wayne was also
rerouted to the airport.
However, those passengers were
shuttled to Fort Wayne.
To help passengers stranded,
several
hotels,
including
Clarion, Quality Inn and Hilton,
were offering special rates for
overnight stays.

Students attend vigils
in yesterday's aftermath
VIGILS, FROM PAGE 2

didn't have an answer," she said.
"Mothers are always supposed
to know why."
But Mark Werton, a senior
dance education major, urged
attendees to use the attacks to
create something positive, such
as a piece of artwork or a dance.
After the sharing of experiences, the "Prayer of St. Francis"
was sung.
At the end of the service,
attendees lit small vigil candles
from the large white candle to
symbolize respect for those who
dies in yesterday's attacks.
The chapel remained open
overnight for those who needed
a place to pray. St. Thomas More
staff were also available all night
in the Fireside Room for students or town residents who
wanted to share their feelings
with someone.

b'gereak

tion is experiencing unbelief
and fear of the unknown,
Although its 7 p.m. service Sheppard said.
was sparse, 50 people attended
To address people's fears,
St. John's Episcopal Church's Sheppard prayed, "end the vionoon service Tuesday.
lence, find your way into the
Sheppard canceled her
appointments Tuesday and tangled web of emotions. Oh
decided to stay at the church all God... Restrain those who do
day. She used a telephone chain senseless violence... transform
to inform church members of their hearts."
At the end of the service,
the two services.
"I was surprised more people Sheppard prayed. "Let us look
were not here tonight," said expectantly unto a new day."
After the service, Sheppard
minister Patricia Sheppard.
There were a lot of tears at suggested people pray and
noon-1 think it was also so new attend church. Although people
and so real."
can worship at home, Sheppard
At the services, Sheppard said, "It's OK just to come here
observed two distinct reactions and sit. These are safe places."
to the disaster, depending on
Sheppard also suggests that
people's ages.
people discuss the disaster.
"The older people that have
"We need to talk about it,
been through wars are thinking, whether in churches, classes or
'Oh my God, it might happen coffee shops," she said.
again.' The younger genera-

St John's Episcopal

Information Night

HOWARD'S
Thursday September 13 @ 10pm $10
www.buckwheatzydeco.com
1IVE DJ

UK EXCHANGE
PRESENT THIS " f INIII Its FOR
$1 OFF THE BIG CREAK'S NEW CD I

WHAT?

WHEN? SEPTEMBER 12, WED, 9P.M.
WHERE? 203 WEST HALL
WHY? JOURNALISTS DESERVE THE
THOUGHT AND CARE of those who
practice IT YOU CAN DO THIS BY
joining SPJ and also
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational Opportunities
Professional Development
Exploring Important Issues
Chapter Activities/Programs
Resume Credentials
Invigorating Speakers

All majors are welcome freshmen through senior.
Many more opportunities available including
web design, producing, and reporting.
Don't miss a perfect chance lo
get Involved at BGSU
Any questions call 372-2354 or
email aevans@bgnei.bjsu.edu.
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Environmental Action Group
Kick off Meeting!
Environmental Action Group
invites all students to attend
a Kick off meeting
Wednesday Sept. 12th
in University Hall 211.
There will be information on this year's events,
PIZZA, and morel Come one, come all.
EAG is a campus-based student run organization
at BGSU. We come together to increase
environmental awareness and activism
on campus, in the community,
and across the world.

K,$S

92.5 FM

Saturday, September 15,2001

Pcct&e S6*te
8pm-10pm
92.5 Kiss FM
Live Remote WVKS
Ac<mi»iion $2.00
Run f I $1.00
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RED CROSS. FROM PAGE 1

never seen il like this before.
Panera Bread of Toledo loaded
the tables with donated food for
the workers and volunteers.
Panera employee, Susan HessTaylor said that this is something
they have to do and will keep
doing as long as people are
donating their blood to help the
lives of others.
Milliken said a lot of people feel
that if they do not donate blood
right away then their blood is not
as important, but that is not true.
"We need blood as badly today
as we will three days from now.
Every time we deplete the supply

REACTION, FROM PAGE 1

fear that it too was dangerous.
After the flight landed in
Cleveland, the SWAT team
searched the plane to find no
bomb or other evidence of terrorism.
Nora Beuck-erb, a resident of
F-uclid, a Cleveland suburb, said
she was worried about the safety
of many of her family and friends
living in downtown Cleveland.
"I fear for their safety — even
for friends of friends' safety," she
said.
Mark Dobay, a freshman at the
University of Toledo, was forced
to evacuate Parks Tower, his resi-

U. OPEN, FROM PAGE 1

"Staying in session showed
commitment to our students," he
said. "Terrorists attacks of this
type are designed to disrupt and if
we canceled classes, than we've
lost."
In a statement released by the
University, President Sidney
Ribcau said that while classes
were not canceled, individual
instructors had the freedom to
cancel class.
"()ur hearts go out to those victims and their families in their
lime of tragedy and grief," Ribeau
said. "No words can adequately
express our support. We encourage you to include them in whatever spiritual practice to which
you might adhere."
The President also asked students to respect each other during daily activities.

Wednesday. September 12.2001 9

"We need blood as
badly today as we
will three days
from now. Every
time we deplete
the supply we will
have to fill
the supply"
MILLIKEN, CLASS

we will have to fill the supply," she
said.
The American Red Cross doors
will be open to all those wanting

dence hall. He drove to Bowling
Green to stay with his girlfriend
in the meantime. Dobay then
said the Toledo Express Airport
had launched all but one of its F16 fighter planes for security purposes.
"My mom called me crying
and I was thinking 'How could
the most powerful nation in the
world let this happen?" Dobay
said.
The scare of potential terrorism in Ohio was strong enough
to convince a few students to
leave their upper-level rooms in
Offenhauer Towers. Jamie
Perryman watched the story on
the news from the safety of the

Athletic events were the only
events on campus the University
closed. All other closings and cancellations were voluntary.
Other campuses around Ohio
were shut down in sympathy for
the attacks. The University of
Toledo and Owens Community
College had both closed and
classes were canceled. The
University of Dayton, Cleveland
State University and Wright State
University were also closed. The
University of Findlay closed their
doors out of respect for the students.
"We got voice mail and e-mail
from the president asking to cancel classes due to the events in
Washington and New York today,"
Katheryn Kelly said. "We wanted
to give students time to talk to
their family and pray and reflect
about what happened."

to donate blood from 8 a.m. until
6 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday,
8 .i.iii until 4 pin Friday and 8
am. until 2 p.m. Sunday.
Your Blood .
A donor must be 17 years of
1
^SE Saves Lives.
age, a minimum of 110 pounds,
in good health, and not have
L. Thank You.
donated blood in the past six
days. Milliken also recommended that people make an appointment before they come. The average wait is an hour and a half and
can go as long as three hours.
There will be local bloodmobiles for those who do not want to
Kevin Vortwn BG News
drive to Toledo. For more information call 1 -800-Give-Life.
WANTING TO HELP: Toledo's bloodbank overfilled yesterday.

V
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ground floor.

"I just had to come downstairs," said Perryman, a junior
neuroscience major.
The bombings also showed
several students that even an
international superpower like
the United States is vulnerable
"You can't bomb America,"
said Miyah Bayless, junior chemistry major.
Perryman replied: "That's
what you thought."
lunior Randy Threaps was
similarly surprised at terrorists'
ability to damage one of the
nation's most guarded buildings:
The Pentagon. "If the Pentagon

fi\\\

could be bombed, what about
anywhere else in the country?"
Threaps said.
The pattern of attacks makes it
seem like terrorists could attack
targets deeper within the country in the future, according to
Threaps, a psychology major.
"It's
New
York,
then
Washington, then Pennsylvania,
(then scares in Ohio) — and all
those planes were going to LA"
Threaps said he worries the
attacks could escalate in the
future. "I feel like we're at war,
and we don't even know it," he
said.
Transportation difficulties

GAS HIKE, FROM PAGE 1

today is still in question.

"We didn't raise them
because we never got a call
from our head office, l-F
Enterprises in Perrysburg," said
Rusty McMaster, an employee
at Barney's on South Main.
McMaster wasn't allowed to
give out the price of Barney's
gasoline over the phone and
the prices were taken down
from the billboard. According
to another source, it charged
$1.50 a gallon. Whether they
will be prepared for business

"We don't know," he said.
Minifie said she haven't seen
this type of panic since Desert
Storm.
"Today was just too many
emotions, too much news and
the panic is setting in," she said.
In addition to more business,
gas stations had another problem at hand — "drive-offs."
"People are just pumping gas
and leaving without paying,"
Minifie said. "It has not been a
problem, but right now it is."
Prices of gasoline in major

joined communication difficulties, as the federal government
grounded commercial flights
nationwide.
Freshman Preston Charles
said his father came to Bowling
Green to visit, but is now stuck in
Ohio because his flight home to
lamaica was canceled.
Charles, a triple major in computer science, business and
mathematics, said that, when his
father docs fly back, (light security will likely have increased.
"They're probably going to
screen all types of (non-citizens)," he said.

cities, including Cleveland and
Indianapolis are up almost $5 a
gallon, according to Minifie. As
of yesterday, all prices of gasoline within the Wood County
area was still under $3. Gas stations along East Wooster
remained under $2 Sunoco gas
prices were $1.77 for economy,
$1.87 for plus and $1.97 for
super. Marathon gas prices
were $1.54 for unleaded, $1.63
for plus and $ 1.72 for premium.
Pennzoil gas prices were $1.83
for regular, $1.91 for plus and
$1.99 for premium.
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"Toledo
Prepared"
by ArnyJoL Brown
IHI BG news

Although the city of Toledo prepared for possible attacks, it was
never in any immediate danger,
said mayor Carry Finkbeiner at yesterdays press conference, held after
two other US. cities were bombed
by unknown aggressors.
Both the Toledo police department and the city's fire department
remained vigilant, however.
"We're on a higher state of alert,"
said assistant fire chief )oe Walter
yesterday. "But there is no increase
of activity (causing the alert)."
The mayor stressed throughout
his public address yesterday that
city residents remained calm, and
encouraged them to go out to the
polling stations around the city and
vote — all but the courthouse
remained open. Although the
media broadcast earlier in the day
saic the Lucas County primary election was suspended, the reports
were false, the mayor emphasized.
"Covmment must continue to
i n i I.III ii place." Finkbeiner said.
City ouncil member Peter Ujvagi
interrupted 'he mayor's speech to
shout, "Preserve democracy. Use
your power as a free person and a
free country. Use your right to vote."
Despite the government officials'
words of confidence, Councilman
At-Large Art lones was not sure the
results of the election would be as
high as expected because of the
day's events.
"A lot of people are glued to their
televisions," he said. "(The ones voting) are in tears. One lady voted,
then came out and broke down. Her
son lives in New York and he's alive."
While Toledo offices remained
open, County Commissioner Sandy
Isenberg announced that, per
Governor Bob Taft's order, all county offices were evacuated and
closed.
"The county sent home employees because their offices are located
in tall buildings," she said.
The mayor said he respected
Taft's order, but after consulting
with the building's engineers and
security, he felt government offices
in Toledo were safe. Still, security
was high and only government
employees were allowed to enter
the buildings. Those that served at
polling stations had escorts for each
of the voters.

DECEMBER

_ Master of
Suspense
Each film preceded by a
guest faculty speaker and
followed by a reception

F

Psycho

Wednesday
September 12
7:30 PM

REE! FREE! FREE!
All Films are presented by UAO and will be
shown at the Gish Film Theater in Hanna Hall.
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Personals

Wanted

" Dance Marathon 2002 •*
Core Committee Applications
available Sept. 10-14 at the Dance
Marathon otfice- 450 Saddlemire.
Must be turned in by Fri, Sept. 14 at
5 pm.

1 F. rmte. needed. E. Merry. 2
bdrm., 2 bath, furnished. $168 per
month.419-445 1423. ask for Brady
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Greeks - Got Nawa?
Let the Gavel know!!
Send into to 202 West Hall
or call 372-2440 or
email mlkimblerOaol.com

Campus Events
Dance Marathon 2002
Information night Wed. Sept. 12 at
9:15pmOlscamp 104.
EDUCATION ABROAD STUDENTS
Come share your overseas experience with other students who studied abroad on Wednesday. September 12 Irom 3.00-5:00 p.m. in 1103
Ottenhauer West! Call 372-0479
with questions.

Travel
"1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1 -800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA
THE SISTERS OF KAPPA DELTA
CONGRATULATE AND WISH THE
BEST OF LUCK TO THE FOLLOWING COUPLES. BETH SCHUBERT
& AL BEST ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT. KATHERINE MANISTA 8.
JOHN REEF ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT. SARAH JENNINGS & HENNING ANDERSON ON THEIR PREENGAGEMENT. AMY MILLER ON
HER PEARLING TO ALLEN
REINMEYER HEATHER HANUN
ON HER PEARLING TO ANDY
HARDMAN. WE ARE SO HAPPY
FOR YOU ALL!
TRAVEL GRANTS TO
STUDY ABROAD
An international travel grant competition is taking place lor undergraduate students who will study abroad
during the 2002 spring semester
Applications are available in the
Center (or International Programs
(1106 Ottenhauer West) with a
deadline of September 28, 2001.
Call 372-0479 with questions.

Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS,
Americas 11 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas or
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and free trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DON'T DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

Unlimited tanning. 1 mth. $30. Fall
special: buy 2 mths. get 3rd mth.
tree. Campus Tanning. 352-7889

SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge
in FREE Travel. Drinks, Food, and
Parties with the Best DJ's and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan. and the Bahamas.
Go to StudentCity.com, call
1 -800-293-1443 or email salesBstudentcity com to find out more.

Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy'
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Q4>A Qtt-A (MA Q*A Q*A
Do you en|oy helping others and
spending time with friends? Have
you always wanted to be Involved
In a sorority but couldn't afford
to? How about joining the sisters
of Omega Phi Alpha) Find out
more about us at our Information
Nights:
Sept. 13 Founders Keepers
Ottenhauer West
Conference Room
Sept. 17 Harahman Activity Room
Sept. 19 Kohl Locked Lounge
MacDonald West Lounge
U«A U*A U®A U4>A Q«A

Wanted
Personals
Confidential Eating Disorder
Support Group
Women & men at all stages of recovery. Confidential, interactive discussions.
Every Wednesday Irom 7-8:30pm
Women's Center. 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller at 372-7426
tor more information

Female looking for 2 subleasers to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close
to campus. Call Jamie 419-3080282.
Male or female rmte. needed. Own
room. Main St. BG call 352-4434.
fcubleaser wanted. Perfect for single
prol. or graduate student. 1 bdrm.
apt S325;mo plus electric. Call 3526469

Help Wanted
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 Shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
B-Shift: 10:00a.m.-1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703
Attention: Semester Work
Continue working through fall semester. $14.15 base-appt.. guaranteed starting pay. Pun work environment w/ other students. 1040/hrs.Avk. around classes
Coops/Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must have positive attitude S good people skills
Call Mon.-Fri. 9a-6p. Sat 11-3.
874-1327
www.workforstudents.com/np.
Child care for 2 toddlers in Perrysburg home. 1 lull day or 2 half days
per week. Very flexible.
419-872-2148.
Desks clerks needed lor local motel
3-4, 8 hr. shifts/week. Must work
weekends. Different shifts avail. Inquire at Buckeye Inn & Studios. MF.8-4.

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Now hiring. Mountain Jacks Steak
House. 5335 Airport Hwy., Toledo.
Apply in person.
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT-assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Positions available ranging from 17 to 71 hours biweekly. $9.00-$12.25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GEO required. Application
packet may be obtained Irom Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.

The Department of

BGSU

Recreational Sports
INTRAMURALS
Women's f> Co-Rcc Flag
Football entries accepted
Sept. 25-Oct. 2

Friday, September 14, 2001
9:00pm-Midnight
Student Recreation Center
FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS
Hatha Yoga
Mondays from Sept. 10-Dec. 17
4:00-5:15pm
Cost: $70 (members);
$80 (non-members)
Tuesdays from Sept. Il-Dec. 18

6:15-7:15am

Across
1 Bottom
5 Bit; scrap
8 Stop the Dow
12 Range
13 Each
14 Microphone (slang)
15 Circle

16 Resort
17 God of War
18 One who takes another out
20 Without purpose
22 Musical performance
24 Fuss
27 Rough casing around seeds
28 4th Greek letter
32 Pertaining to an animal paw
34 Leaky
35 Tidbit
36 Age

Thursdays from Sept. 13-Oec. 20
5:15-6:30pm
Cost: $60 (members):
$70 (non-members)

•MM

Tuesdays from Sept. 1 l-Oct. 30
5:30-6:30pm
Cost: $40 (members):
$50 (non-members)
Total Body Strength
Mondays from Sept. IO-Ocl. 15
6:3O-7:30pm
Cost: $30 (members):
$40 (non-members)
Relax and rtenew
Mondays from Nov. 5-Dec. 10
5:3O-6:30pm
• Cost: $25 (members):
$35 (non-members)
Meditation Workshop
Wednesdays from Sept. 12-Oct. 10
5:30-7:00pm
Cost: $25 (members):
$35 (norv members)

Still plenty of spots open. Sign up
in the Student Recreation
Center today!

Men's Flag Football
entries accepted
Sept. 25-Oct. 3

Ice Hockey
entries accepted
Sept. 27-Oct. 4

48 Claim; charge
49 Beverage
51 From Gr. Ares (comb. form)
52 43.560 sq ft
53 Take advantage
54 Type
55 Footwear
56Halfqt (abbr.pl.)
57 Pig pens

Help Wanted

For Sale

Babysitter needed 6:30-8:30am
ASAP 373-0213.

Telemarketing positions in BG.
$8.007hr plus commission Call 3539634. Can start immediately.

Brand new external Sony CD-RW
burner. 12 x 8 x 32. Never been
used, i link cable included. Asking
$250. 354-0278.

Babysitter needed PT M-F.
Children's ages are 16 mo, 3 yrs,
and 6 yrs Must have experience, be
energetic, patient and love kids. Excellent pay! Call eve. 874-7719 or
daytime 872-4477.
Spring Break 2002 - Reps wanted
15 Sales=2 Free / 30 Sales=3 Free
"It's a No Brainer"
Cancun - Jamaica - Florida
& More!1!
For the Best Rates
Go To; sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Consolidated Financial, a local business in Maumee. needs two professional individuals to do cold calling
two nights a week from 7-9 PM This
is a great opportunity to get some
experience in the financial services
industry. The pay will be $10/hr. For
an interview please contact Kevin
Carroll 9 (419)891-3100

For Sale

••1994 Roland port 88 note, touch
Students make $500 a week. Part
sensitive digital piano-stereo in slice
time selling custom printed shirts on
out Hdphs., Peavey HKS. 40 wt
campus. Work for Midwest largest
tower amp, patch card, carrying bag,
college shirt printer.
other extras. $950 lor everything.
1-800-554-0462 t-shirtszeroin.com.
••Yamaha console 42" piano, mint
The Kohler Balh House a plumbing
cond!!! Prof, maintained by tech. tor
& fixture showroom in Perrysburg, is the Toledo Symphony In piano hulooking tor a reliable, committed, midity system. Asking $1500.
part-time person to help work nights
4194)74-8484
(Mon & Thurs.), and Saturdays until
1 pr. of blue CCM hockey pants XL.
2. Previous sales experience a plus,
Used but in great condition. Asking
paid hourly & commission. Fax refor $40. Call 353-2842 ask for Brad
sume to 419-874-9529.
'89 SHO TAURUS
WAREHOUSE POSITION
ORIGINAL OWNER
Kellermeyer
Company-Bowling
354-6822.
Green Distribution Center has a lull
time warehouse position Sunday 91 Mazada Protege, am/fm stereo,
through Thursday from 5.00 PM to
automatic, 4 door. Clean, nice
1 30 AM with benefits alter 90 days
condition. Asking $1200 or best
Duties include picking merchandise
offer. 352-0020.
and loading of trucks. Prior ware'94
Olds
Achieva. 2 dr. excellent
house experience preterred but not
necessary Applicant must test drug cond. Sunroot, CD player. 76K miles
$5000 OBO. 697-4222.
tree and submit to background
check and be able to lift 60-100 lbs '99 V6 Cougar $242 Mo Need out
on occasion. Will train on torklift. ot lease. 354-7379.
Call (800) 445-7415, Ext. 220 beAssorted kitchen items, small TV,
tween the hours ot 8:00am and
kitchen table with chairs, and
5:00pm and ask lor Helen.
microwave for sale. Call 353-4540.
Bed - Oueen pillow top, new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $189. Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465.

The Intramural Office Is
hiring Officials for Flag
Football. Call 2-2464
or stop by BO Perry Field
House for Information.

DJ'S GOT VINYL?
Collection ot New Hip Hop. R 4 B,
and .POP Records guaranteed to get
your next PARTY STARTED. Over
200 titles in ALL, including 12's Irom
artists like: Trick Daddy. Beanie
Sigel, Foxy Brown, Method Man,
D12, and many others. Worth
$1000. asking $600 or best otter
waxlova7l6QDR.com.
Gateway Laptop
Call Amanda
353-6166
Macintosh power book. 190 CS. Includes software & int. modern $250
OBO Like new 372-0551
JL
WEDDING OFF!!
Must sell 7 day/6 night FloridaBahama trip $300 OBO Call 3538285

For Rent
2 & 3 bdrm. turn. apt. w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454
2 bdrm female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074
House lor Rent
424 E Wooster, 3 bdrm House
avail immediately $750/mo. Utilities
included. Ret Req. 353-7547.
One 3 room apt available now
Newly decorated - in large house
352-5822.
Two, 2 bedroom houses- close to
campus. Grad students pref.
Available now 352-5822.
Upper duplex available now.
Grad students preterred

352-5822

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG • 353-1361
wwwcla-^el.com

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
BIG Pall Welcome

TWl
Eastern OrthoaV
Christian Church

Ed Harris & Marcia Gay

Outdoor Program Park Tour
Sunday, September 16, 2001
12:00pm-4:30pm
Cost: $3
Sign up In the Perry Field House

<£z! ^Welcomes

Pollock
5:00 7:30

^1 HMJCiSiJ students
*k V

I

loSunilov woi^hip

I p m 12 15 nm

Horseback Riding

Led Zeppelin

September 22 from 9:30am-3.00pm
Corn* «*jy a beautiful eart,
fal afternoon abng Bristol
Bute Park'* iconic trata.
The hour tons guided trail
ride outfitted by Brighton
Riding Stable* wil make
you want to get you back
in the >addle again.

Help Wanted:

The Song Remains
the Same

I'Vee trcins|>orumon lo fjoletlo
h provided I'or more Info...

Colli 373-0087

E-mail' davidmarie@hotmail.com
VIMI

our WCD Mil*

http://toledo.faithweb.com

9:45

Coat: *30 students); $35 (nan-rnembera)
Participant Mln/Ma* 4/7
Sign up by September 19 In the Perry
Raid House

Vertical Reality: Climbing &
Rappelling
Saturday, September S3
9:00am-4:00pm

SPORT CLUBS
Men's Rugby vs. Uuiv. of
Indiana
Saturday, Sept. 15
l:()0pm at College
Park Field

N
Single
Uttering
Intertwined
Church platform

Help Wanted

Cost: $70 (members):
$80 (non-members)
Thursdays from Sept. 13-Oec. 20
4:00-5:15pm
Cost: $60 (members):
$70 (non-members)

37
38
41
44

1 Poet
2 Melody for one voice
3 Remitted
4 Ready
5Rhea
6 Fix
7 Feature
8 Lesser
9 Wheel
10 Squeezes
11 Snafu
19 Gave back
21 Virgin Mary
23 Dog
24 Juat
25 Daughters of the American Revolution (abbr)
26 Shout of approval
29 Card game
30 Wine cask
31 Enzyme (suf.)
33 Afternoon show
34 Hawaiian dish
36 Oldest
39 Slack off
40 Lens
41 Bad case of the
42 Wealthy
43 Air (comb form)
45 Lope
46 Airy; aerial
47 Spoils
50 Copper or bronze money

Greeks - Got News?
Let the Gavel know'!
Send info to 202 West Hall
or call 372-2440 or
email mlkimblerOaol.com

■ •!

SPECIAL EVENTS

The Daily Crossword Fix

Sign up by September 19?
In the Perry Field House
Cost: $35 (members);
$40 (non-members)

Is Now Hiring:
Busers, Cooks, Servers
& Hosts/Hostesses
Needed

• lop wages

Bartenders, Bussers,
Hosts, and Servers

• Flexible Hours

to work at the Real Seafood
Company In International Park,
Toledo. Experience is needed.
Come In to fill out an application
between the hours ot 2 and 4 pm
at 22 Main St., Toledo
(across the river from Downtown).

• Health/Dental Insurance

• Paid Vacations
• Quarterly Incentive bonuses

Apply In person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Rood
Maumee, OH 43S37
(Juit a law mkiutM from id
take I-475W to Dunw-tum right)

